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INTRODUCTION 
The thesis comprises of three chapters, the contents of 
which are interrelated a good deal. The first chapter begins 
with an introduction to the notion of currents in the context 
of weak interaction theory. Under certain assumptions the 
algebra of hadron 'charges' is derived. It is explained how 
the usual ideas of the local operator theory do not allow us to 
speak meaningfully of the symmetry group (rather than the symmetry 
algebra) for broken symmetries. Certain limitations of these 
arguments are indicated. It is pointed out that the situation 
of approximate mass degeneracy and approximate universality of 
meson baryon couplings is nevertheless described by exact algebraic 
relations between charges and currents. From the equal time 
charge current commutation relations and the PCAC hypothesis, 
certain relations between the various form factors for the 
hyperons and their resonances are derived. Some interesting 
consequences are deduced from these relations. It is shown 
that we must require f (r), l , where f o0) is the 
pion electromagnetic form factor extrapolated to zero pion mass, 
if we are to apply consistently the PCAC and the equal time 
charge current commutation relations. The ratio of the symmetric 
0/ 
type to antisymmetric 
(F) 
type of meson baryon couplings 
is calculated in the decuplet approximation. The value thus 
obtained (D /fir 3) is in good agreement with other 
estimates of the ratio, referred to in the text. This serves 
to strengthen our confidence in the decuplet approximation which 
is then used for estimating the magnetic moments of the hyperons. 
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The values for the magnetic moments off , A thus obtained, 
are in good agreement with experiment. It is also shown that 
within the context of the same approximation scheme, consistency 
can be achieved only if we assume that ,1 (i4o r) belongs 
to an SU(3) singlet. 
In the second chapter the definition of currents as bilinears 
in the fermi field is examined. The necessity for modifying the 
definition of the currents as bilinears in the field at the same 
point is demonstrated. To account for the non -commutativity of 
the electromagnetic current with the transverse electric field, 
the usual form for the current as the limit of a gauge invariant 
non local operator (containing explicit field dependence) is 
given. It is then shown that the bilinears in the fermi field 
occurring in the Q -model for PCAC, must be modified in an 
analogous manner in order that a certain physically undesirable 
feature of the model (viz., the existence of a singularity at 
S =O in one of the spectral functions) , may be excluded. 
In the last chapter it is shown that the assumptions of 
equal time current current commutation relations, covariance of 
the retarded products of currents together with suitable pole 
dominance hypothesis concerning the matrix elements of currents, 
enable us to write certain simple relations for amplitudes 
describing strong interactions. These relations (called super - 
convergence relations), are alternatively deducible from 
assumptions of analyticity of the amplitudes and appropriate 
high energy behaviour following from the usual ideas of Regge 
pole theory. Such relations have been obtained for pion photo - 
production off nucleons. 
CHAPT I 
EAJAL TIME COMMUTATION lli]LATIONS FOR CURRENTS 
AND CHA-= AND SOME OF THEIR CONSEQUENCES. 
1. Introduction 
The importance of currents (bilincars) constructed from 
fields) was first recognised in the context of weak interaction 
theory where it became apparent that a current-current form of 
the interaction Lagrangian density correctly describes weak 
interactions involving leptons. The form of the Lagrangian 
density 4 is usually taken to be 
4[J/47' 
IL Puff; fr 
(1.1) 
where 491./ describes non leptonic weak interactions, 4 is 
the lepton current and is the hadron current. The explicit 
form of A, in terms of the lepton fields is 
4 A ;,t's4 ""b (44) ke. (1.2) 
Cabi bo 
(1) 
has proposed that the hadron current jr is a 
linear combination of currents which transform as a regular 
representation of the algebra 8173 (generated by space integrals 
of time components of the currents), viz. 
csJ o (71* 79 
74. 
e 
, A transform as a vector and axial vector respectively. 
This form of the hadron current will be derived in the following 
from a set of simpler assumptions. It can be seen that 
(1.3) 
4); 
consists of two parts, a. hypercharge conserving current with 
and a current with Ar- is 174/ mr/- J. 
- 2 
The existence of 
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these two parts of the current is well established experimentally. 
The evidence for or against the existence of other possible parts 
is not very conclusive at present. The existing experimental 
evidence is in accord with the local four point interaction given 
above, although it is possible that the coupling is not quite 
local but mediated by vector bosons of high mass in which case 
the structure of weak interactions would bear formal resemblance 
to that of strong and electromagnetic interactions. The inter- 
mediate boson picture suggests that e contains at least a 
term of the form 
which would give rise to non leptonic interactions with L1Y_ 0 
and 4Y:/ . The latter (4Y= f) are well established 
experimentally whereas the former interactions (dY=0) have been 
searched for by testing parity mixing in nuclear levels and parity 
violating effects in reactions of the type A ¢ 06.c4141 AM V,44 44# 
using polarised neutrons. The upper limits thus obtained on the 
strength of such interactions are at present approximately at the 
level of the expected strength of the interactions. The presence 
of Ay: -d Qy terms in the hadronic current would give rise to 
d Y':2 non leptonic transitions causing a mass difference 
MAO- m6/0 A, /ex. This would be incompatible with the well 
established experimental value of the mass difference(2) 
?(k). /AM) 4A /oóe.i'. indicating a second order weak 
interaction. The form given above for has the disadvan- 
tage that it gives rise to 4I transitions with both /41/11:41 
and /,4I /_ 3/2 . In contrast, a striking feature of non leptonic 
transitions is the almost complete absence of /dI /-3/ amplitudes. 
This anomaly can be explained in two ways: a) the /it /04 part 
is suppressed for some dynamical reason, as has been shown that 
the algebra of currents approach suggests such a mechanism of 
suppression for some of the relevant cases, b) X./ contains a 
part arising from the self coupling of an appropriate neutral 
hadronic current Ai so that the total non leptonic lagrangian 
gives explicitly the /4%/_ selection rule. 
2. Some Aspects of the Phenomenology of Weak Currents. 
The best known weak transitions, 4- >IS+e4 e 14+ e Ye + Vr 
are described by the effective Lagrangian 
( ) t c /4 c, y art f 1/# lr ,1 (fi" ? + Ar ti.) (2.1) 
1164 
± Vs 
where _ .978 - 4 2.. /. g f .04 from experimental data. 
The approximate equality of cy and 4' can be understood in the 
framework of two assumptions a) universality of the fundamental 
weak interaction, b) conservation of the vector part of the 
hadronic current (CVC). The latter hypothesis is due to Gerstein 
and Zeldovitch(3) (and to Feynman and Gell Mann(4)). Apart from 
the result that the vector coupling constant is not renormalised 
by strong interactions, the (CVC) hypothesis has many other 
interesting consequences e.g. (o( ) the rate of decay Ap ro #Q4,)/ 
is completely determined by c; . The T matrix element for 
the process is 
T= i çv é4-, 4) u, <ir°lVP i1 ff°lV/1l*r)= ffiqVitvir4) 
where y! -4To 7 Vp, a l 
<lire / Ar/ > O (2.3) 
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The unique form factor 4:01/ is a consequence of the conserved 
vector current hypothesis. The ratio of the theoretical value 
of r + .., r+ o p + +ya, to the experimental value of /y/r4:4/444.14) is 
r(7,-, 7°4e4.4) 
oo ó x / a 
/77,-W+ Y Xf . 
This compares favourably with the ratio of experimental values, 
/"(7r -17r Ì. pt+ dXd -s ti /./3f .oy x /o (r-p pe+ lep) 
The uncertainty in the above ratio is entirely due to the 
uncertainty in /"(7x 044. p ++ ya 
ex /i. 
(0) The matrix element of the conserved vector current for the 
nucleons is specified by two form factors, i.e. 
'al Ili:* hi a>= 11N(ii;a')/.11;8 Fk(r_) - jit PrY 9Y 41<q=1JZ^14N OM 
Tt= TíT' Q' = /47( = / fY(o) = /4p -,14n 
pp as /p 
Aare the anomalous proton and neutron magnetic moments respectively. 
(2.a) 
The 'weak magnetism' term has been established through its effect 
on the electron energy spectrum in ß- decay. The isovector part 
of the electromagnetic current is assumed to be equal to the 
neutral component of the isovector current whose charged components 
are the 4r =O weak vector currents. It will be shown in the 
following that the above assumption along with two other assumptions 
concerning the vector currents lead us to conclude that the isoscalar 
part of the electromagnetic current and the 4 Y= =/ weak vector 
currents can be adjoined to the above mentioned three currents giving 
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a regular representation of the SU(3) algebra which is the 
algebra of hadron vector currents. In particular, 
V 
s/«E_ 
V 3 f V M M h 
We have been speaking of the algebra of hadron vector 
currents rather than the group for reasons to be elucidated in 
the following. 
For the sake of completeness we shall briefly mention the 
fact that the vector currents dY: 40=11 are not conserved. 
This is because the decay of kf 77.V.01, which arises due to 
the coupling of such a current to the leptonic current is 
described by two form factors, fix j( sacs Mm/ f + WOO 
wir Irk 
(2.5) 
r ; 40a cire Va / k'` 
Jr'(4-,) 
(2.6) 6r° It/ye) (r + f 4_4 
The decay of the pion similarly indicates lack of conservation 
of the axial vector current(5). 
3. 'Derivation' of the Algebra of Hadron Charges. 
In this 'derivation' first given by Radicati(6) the following 
experimental facts are used: 
a) The strong interactions are invariant under the transformations 
associated with the isospin algebra (SU2)I. There exists an 
additive quantum number, the hypercharge Y which is conserved in 
strong interactions. It commutes with the generators 2% of (SU2)I 
and with Q/1)0L , the hadron and the lepton charges respectively. 
b) QN Y .2 are related by the Gell -Mann Nishijima equation: 
(3.1) 
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c) Semileptonic processes are governed by the selection rules: 
er= o,4Q0,: -dq=o 
er: 4QN = -4q=1./ (3.2) 
The ,4 Y= o vector transitions are produced by a conserved 
current. 
The explicit form for . and Q in terms of the lepton 




_ -i '2) e fit. I / 
1,4 - .lei (/24 tOe + Ñ (/#)] 
doh' 
The canonical equal time /icommutation relations for the lepton 
fields, which follow from Schwinger's Action principle(7) and 
the requirement of symmetry under time inversion, enable us to 
write 
`oz 1/ (x),1 = (x) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
The explicit form for the hadron current f and 00 in 
terms of the physical or fundamental hadron fields is not known 
at present. However, we may write in analogy with the leptonic 
case 
[q , = =` T (x) 
This relation merely expresses the fact that f is a step 
operator for OH The hadron current can be written in 
terms of the vector and axial vector parts as 
Define 
# .# 





Since causes transitions with 4Y_ p and d y AO . t/ we 
can decomposel - as follows 
where 
af= cl e kf 








The operators .t introduced above are constants of motion (in 
the absence of electromagnetic interactions) because the G Y_ 0 
vector current is conserved. The operators obviously commute 
with Y , parity operator , generators of the inhomogeneous 
Lorentz group and act as step operators for QN The only 
constants of motion with the above commutation properties are 
indeed the generators I of the invariance algebra (SU2)I of 
strong interactions, if we assume that our present knowledge of 
quantum numbers for the specification of a state is complete. 
The algebra of 'charge' operators T 1'3 _ .24[2 I , k± 
will now be derived under the following assumptions. 
1) The algebra is a Lie algebra, containing no operators 
violating the selection rules given above. 
(6) 
a) The operators (4, ç ç3 = 2 L ç ç, form an (SU2) algebra. 
From Eqs. (1,10,12) we have 
tT3 , k#]= kt (3.13) 
The assumption (1) requires 
Kt ]_ 0 (3.14) j? j I ±, k$]] = 0 
(3.15) 
Define L _ ± [2 .171 /"..] (3.16) 
11 satisfy the following commutation relations. 
[Qk0 1+1: 0 (3.17) [11.3, L±]_ rilt (3.18) (I, 1+J ' ± kt (3.19) 
be, LI] It (3.20) 
The equations (13,18,19) indicate that 6t 4;i4) 
transform as a spinor and (1 -x l transform as the conjugate 
spinor under operations of the algebra (8112)T. The above 
equations also state that the operators K I. close the 
algebra. We have thus 'deduced' the so called/Mai- rule for 
semileptonic processes as a consequence of assumptions (1,2). 





commutes with ¡j and Y we can write 
,E'3 s 4Q,1 t 6Y (3.22) 
so that [K kf ] z (a+ 84) k+ (3.23) 
k3 I+, .Z` (3.24) 
k+] = -24 I+ (3.25) 
4.3'ZIG1,ç"] 
"r + 'pa A'3 + 1Sa1 [Al I']+ II* ft, k`1 (3.26) 
C3 , Çt] _ a1/0112+ a/9/2a 1?++ fi pet /2{!/3/=(awól]k (3.27) 
Now, 
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From assumption (2) we therefore have 
/01/?+ 2 /0/24 = 10112 # /9/2{a4i)_ / 
so that a= 6 ) lalF 2/f/ á ..:/ 
4 { 
Redefining e- as k and ,e 3
Vii 
obtain 
- ? k - 4. 
jk3 , k'f] n , f 









With this redefinition of Á's we also get from Egns. (27,28) 
2 2 ia/ + /j/ a / which is the Cabibbo universality condition. 
We can thus write 
#= 
CssS .rf+ /hat ñ' 
Ç ?_ 4oj`9I 4 brIOA -s i, eed 
(3.29) 
(3.29a) 
Finally, define A3 ?l#) (3.30) 
commutes with Qy and is a step operator for y . 
[z3 z1 - Ct (3.31) 
f f (3.32) from Eqn. (25) and the redefinition of it . 
Alternatively we can write 
le) k1 = - -¡fkaR3/z*.71 - ifel[k)47.1+ L4i(I4.)k21 
alb 
h73 2 j ' I3, ` J 
C 
Comparison with Eqn. (32), gives C-% 
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Thus it is seen that 21, ¡felt] form an SU(2) algebra 
whose elements commute with QN and the algebra generated by 
I K 2 ± is indeed an SU3 algebra. 
By assuming that the operators G_ f4,4:(4J3.33) 
form an SU2 algebra and denoting the operators 
corresponding to ¿ k,<t by IA L; respectively, we 
find that if we require that 
44, e ] = i f`14 






t E GA 
then the hadron charge Qy commutes with the SU(2) x SU(2) 
algebra generated by OC #.#L,4)1 = e tir Lt ,)) (Z3# 4) . The 
f + algebra generated by 1 ) kfL *, =7 K ¡, I* is an 
SU3 x SU3 algebra. Furthermore, we see that if we write 
f t í I, 
then as a consequence of Eqns. (34) 




i.e. the Cabibbo angles for the vector and axial vector currents 
are equal. This condition is the analogue of the presence of 
the projection operator .L(/+ Js) in the case of the leptonic 
current. 
4. Some 'Theorems' in Local Operator Theory and Their Implications. 
In the preceding discussion we have concerned ourselves 
with the symmetry algebra of hadrons and have carefully avoided 
-1)4- 
mentioning the Lie group which one would like to associate with 
the algebra. The reason for this is two fold. Firstly, of 
course, it is easier to work with the symmetry algebra rather 
than with the global aspects of the approximate symmetry (in 
case it is possible to ascribe meaning to such aspects). Secondly, 
it has become evident that some of the basic axioms of local 
field theory do not permit us to talk meaningfully of a symmetry 
group for the description of an approximate symmetry. On the 
other hand it is possible to describe the physical aspects of a 
'broken' symmetry in the context of a symmetry algebra by 
requiring that the 'generators' acting on a physical one particle 
state no longer produce, in general, a superposition of one 
particle states, as would have been the case in the situation of 
an exact symmetry. Thus for a broken symmetry the matrix elements 
of a generator between a one particle state and a multiparticle 
state do not in general vanish. 
To elucidate the above remarks we shall present in the 
following, the rough outline of a sequence of arguments culminating 
in the result that a generator of a broken symmetry acting on a 
normalisable state does not always produce a normalisable state, 
although it may have well defined matrix elements. Thus the 
generator G is not a bounded operator in the Hilbert space of 
physical states and it is not possible to define e.vgid 4) as 
an operator in the Hilbert space, although it is possible to 
give meaning to such operators by introducing a generalised 
Hilbert space - the so called rigged Hilbert space. 
We shall present the essential ideas involved in the proof 
and omit for the sake of simplicity, filling in the details. 
-15- 
The argument is not conclusive, however. A criticism of the 
argument will be given subsequently. 
Theorem l: 
The invariance of physical one particle states implies the 
invariance of the vacuum. 
Consider two states 1 «1S> /o(4'> each consisting of two 
distinct localised parts, such that the parts .10 are at a 
large distance d from the parts "4' 
Since the generator 4 is expressible as a space integral 
of a local operator, we can write in the limit 400 for the 
matrix elements of 4 between the states 
fiep'l G /afi> d- 
provided <'0/!,10) = O 
<11'1 fi> <w'/( lot> .0. cot //0/> <fi'/e//r> 
(4.1) 
The above hypothesis concerning the matrix element zei /474,ep 
can be deduced from the usual axioms of local field theory which 
preclude the existence of long range correlation effects. Later 
on we shall indicate how the above hypothesis may fail to be 
valid in a more general framework of ideas. 
Consider the matrix element of 4 between a localised one 
particle state /ot> and the state /ar') described above. 
Since //> _ 2 c /n> (4.2) where /f' is a one particle 
state, we have ott3'/ G / «> O (4.3) 
Now from Eqn. (1) 
<°`'fi'/cl"e>d !'l> ('lc/0> + <¡'/o> (cr'/G/«> 
<o0«> </a'/ e /o> (4.4) 
-16- 
By a suitable choice of /a) /0'0 
that for an arbitrary state Ip') 
,17 7o> _ o 
4/o>= O ie 
Lemma: (Federbush and Johnson(8)). 
zero. 
we can thus show 
(4.5) 
(4.5') Q.E.D. 
A local operator which annihilates the vacuum is equal to 
The essential idea in the proof is that of crossing symmetry 
for a local operator which relates e.g. a matrix element 
ßa6 ... /41o> to (4,.... / 4 /6) by analytic continuation 
so that all matrix elements of A can be shown to vanish. 
Theorem 2: 
The invariance of the vacuum implies that the generator of 
the symmetry is time independent i.e. the symmetry is exact(9). 
Suppose eux .. (xi /i /ö) = 0 C r 
For any state ileg such that ?hi s O we have from 
Eqn. (5d 
(4. sal 
<fi/ T(x) /o> = o (4,6) 
Thus it follows that 
<4/ 71710 /o> _ q/%).- 4;4 /0> k,vs 42,7,4 
This is true for p _ 4 Y = 1,2,3 and V4,/4:l,2,3 because 
the time derivative simply introduce a factor ta , the energy 
4ilen 
of theA state /,> and the term containing the space derivative 
vanishes ( 7,>=0) . it is obviously true for ici=Ys4 
and /4a 1,2,3; y= 42,3 
-17- 
Thus for an arbitrary element 
transformations 
U 
<'¡4/UA 041 Tv(p) U /0> = 0 
44/4, App, <fi "/ 7-räJ /0 > = o 
,:Q. 4/1'/TrA#l(4 /0>: 0 
By a suitable choice of 0 
state /R%> a U /¡1 
for an arbitrary /fl1. 
0"/7,vlx) /0.> = 0 
of the group of Lorentz 




(4.10) i.e. Tv(x)/o> _ o (4.11) 
We therefore have from the Lemma given above 
Tr (s) 7.- J,, - av,% _ 0 (4.12) 
from which it follows that 
provided 
»41(44 - á T(x)x g 
i..Q. 
? ff CO G x = 0 )E 
Jv(ic) 4 ixJ. 
x4fo0 
J(s)4I, 
It can similarly be shown under a restrictive assumption 
analogous to that given above: 
implies 
f f(x) /0> =0 






If the generator of a symmetry 6(it) c f f(x10 dx exists (as 
a weak limit) on the vacuum states it must annihilate it(10) 
The state Gr(1)%) = /0 is invariant under 
translations in space so that if /o belongs to the Hilbert 
space we must have 
<4/ (> z <41'(E) lo> «/,j (X , 0> : f! < %%(2, 04( 4.18 ) 
finite which is possible only if it is zero. Q.F.D. 
By theorem 2, we can now say that if ç(E1 /0> is defined 
then 4 is independent of time. Thus the generator of a 
broken symmetry can not be defined on the vacuum. 
Theorem 4: 
If a symmetry is broken then the generator of the symmetry 
can not be defined on a dense set of states belonging to the 
Hilbert space(11). 
4-69 
If 4-69 exists and is self adjoint then eta) e 
exists. It will be shown that this is inconsistent with broken 
symmetry. Let .(x) be fields transforming under operations of 
the Poincaré group as 
U(a)/0 q. Óx) (l (a, A) 31/1-1) Oc. (fx +a) 





40, ex) Ç (x) (4.20) 
In the situation where im is independent of L the symmetry 
described by 0' is exact. 
Now, Ile, /11)J _ 0 (4.21) ; /a ) /a> 0 (4.22) 
Since the vacuum is the only translationally invariant state of 
-19- 
finite norm, we must have I(í)/o) = C /o> . As 469 is 
unitary we have // /:/ . Thus it follows that the equal time 
Wightman functions are invariant under the unitary transformations 
(1) 
, viz. 
<0/ .91. (X, é) (X ) %0, = o/ (b.!, f st'(, , ti) /oi - ( 4. 23 ) 
Now, from the Hall -Wightman theorem, the first four Wightman 
functions are uniquely determined from their equal time values. 
Thus if 0() exists the masses, the vertex functions and the 
elastic scattering amplitudes are all invariant under the unitary 
transformations 
The above result holds even if a wider class of transformations 
is considered - viz. 9,7e-* 
J 
¢7;. , behave similarly under 
transformations of the Poincare group and e(x) _ e(f) e(zt,f)lt(f) 
The local commutativity of 0: for spacelike separation and the 
e 
resulting Hall -Wightman theorem on which the above argument is 
based are also valid for this wider class of transformations. 
5. Comments: 
The above argument depends crucially on what we have called, 
for lack of a better term, absence of long range correlation 
effects which would enable us to write (4.1) and also proceed 
from Eqns. (4.12, 4.15) to Eqns. (4.14, 4.16) respectively. 
At first sight one might expect this to hold in a situation 
where there are no zero mass particles and therefore regard 
this as a valid hypothesis for a theory attempting to describe 
symmetries of strong interactions. A closer look at the 
situation, however, reveals that this need not be the case. 
-20- 
For example, in a situation of spontaneous breakdown of 
local U(i) symmetry (gauge transformations of the second kind), 
as envisaged by Higgs(12), such effects are indeed present 
although there are no zero mass particles . Higgs's model 
comprises of a 'fundamental' two component scalar field 
coupled to a gauge field A and with an appropriate self 
s 
interaction term Y(0749/ It is described by the Lagrangian 
density(13) 
- v ay Afr + 4 fi" Ff,v f fr4 0/4, f le A ) yV 9140?-14M( 
* 
- 1ph - y(few - e(x) co,. 4 í c G(x) C(x) 
(5.1) 
where k(lxe) has minimum for /x/ O 
The Lagrangian (excluding terms involving ((s) ) is invariant 
under gauge transformations of the second kind, viz. 
lea(x) 
9 (M) --> e Px) , 4.(s) -i 4 (s) - 30160 (5.2) 
The equations of motion following from Schwinger's Action Principle 
give the consistency condition 
!o / k 4to) lo> 
(5.3) 
which would determine 10o) #C0 , if it is somehow possible 
to eliminate the divergences associated with products of field 
operators at the same point - a question we shall ignore for the 
present. However, we can say that if (/9/) : 7 is a solution 
(w are 
then so is < /f /) _ !1e , where 71 a rs constants because of the 
translational invariance of the vacuum. 
set of vacuum states characterised by the 
transformable into each other by a proper 
The infinitely degenerate 
constant t are not 
unitary operator. In 
-21- 
the customary language of mathematics they are said to belong to 
different inequivalent representations of the Hilbert space. 
Following Higgs we now introduce fields 2P, defined as 
follows 
We shall ignore problems of operator ordering. 
Define 
Rr = %(,v é® ë` ° 
1,e0) 




fo - /4- 6.4 /7/ 
R z /71 R ̀  
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
Introducing appropriate dependant field variables $0 G °10,i 
we may now write 
f",, í" 4 f r ;, ? _ r f r a, G f ar 
2 h t 41$4144,704, !r 2 + ilemd /;wo /vii/ R r (5.6) 
The Lagrangian thus describes a vector field 4, associated 
with particles of mass millpond a scalar field R' corresponding 
to particles of mass proportional to the second derivative of 
-22- 
,rde,iow /Ape are /wo fit /d G, fr wAo.re ,yriew/ 
kaxia) at /x /s f.4 significance will be discussed in the 
following. 
We observe that the generator of the gauge transformations 
(2) is 
(w) = f dx !°! (x) (%) - :(x) a°«(x) 
= Jix ror(x)(e T°- a F°1) - G(ri) (ki ] 
In the extended operator formalism of Schwinger the physical 
states satisfy the gauge invariance requirement, viz. 
!'(ec) ! _ 0 
(5.7) 
4r()t) f =o , (e a4F'°k)F-o 
(5.8) 
In this formalism the fields }k(x ) 4 (x ) longer no  be 
regarded as operators in a Hilbert space. The operators 
Vox), 4 °(x) now act on a general functional space in which it 
is not possible to define a scalar product. This is a direct 
consequence of the conditions (5.8) which physical states have 
to satisfy. We can now write the conditions (5.8) in terms 
/j) of the functionals representing physical states «' e'. 
as 
G ir = 
, 
4° ' ; Be'/ % - o ç 
- f ¿ 4 i 4 °,' f > _ o 
(5.8') 
The functionals representing physical states are thus independent 
of the fields }G , ° . The fields are thus devoid of any 
physical significance whatsoever and are just a manifestation 
of the gauge degree of freedom possessed by the Lagrangian 
written in terms of the basic fields 4 , f9 . 
Thus in the physical situation described by the model there 
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are no zero mass particles, although long range effects are 
present in the model. To demonstrate the latter statement we 
need only notice that the space integral of <-o /[7 °(x, &), Q(o)1¡0> 
is not time independent. Indeed we may write 
f dx <o/jf lx ,f) , O%!)/0> ^ - 2 Co s mt 
in lowest order. 
(5.9) 
The details may be found in the works of Higgs(12) and Kibble( 3) 
referred to, above. 
6 4. Egual Time 'Charme' Current and Current Current Commutation 
Relations. 
We have briefly indicated above how the situation of approx- 
imate universality of meson baryon couplings and approximate mass 
degeneracy of meson baryon multiplets may nevertheless be char- 
acterised by exact algebraic relations between the charges intro- 
duced above. Indeed we may construct a no interaction model of 
a set of fermi fields in which such relations for suitably defined 
charges may be shown to follow from the equal time ̂commutation 
relations for the fermi fields, although it may not be possible 
to assign single particle states of the fields to a representation 
of a Lie group. For such a model we may also derive algebraic 
relations which are more restrictive(i4), viz. 
L Q,; (é) , V, lx,1) f ,fad, vIex'i) 
(Q ,: (() , A; ex _ ` f Q A: (x , 1) 
f0A(1) ' rx,f'1 - if",Q Ar ex,i) 
l P ̀ (f ) Ar or , E) J _ f. Void) 
(6.1) 
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Such relations, however, may represent a higher degree of truth 
than the specific model from which they are derived. The 
ultimate test of such relations lies, of course, in the conse- 
quences that follow from them. In practice it is necessary to 
supplement the above relations with certain assumptions of approx- 
imate validity, to be introduced in the following and the experi- 
mental test of the relations is therefore not a very straight- 
forward matter. However, we may safely assert that at present 
there is no experimental evidence contradicting the above relations, 
although we can not infer the same for the much more restrictive 
current current commutation relations - viz. 
, ,( 
C 1/«lxf) , é (x,)] = ;&1 (x ) l) 8 _ (x x . - ) 
Troc(x)é) (x'i)j - `fa, A IX,E) 
IAQcx , A,'Fex;/)] /f, l,E) S'!= - x") 
(6.2) 
These relations are also valid in the free fermion fields model 
introduced above( 15).(4) The Goldberger -Treiman relation and the 
Gell -Mann -Levy hypothesis. 
It is well known that (O/Vp pt >. O from the requirement 
of invariance under (i conjugation according to which 
4' PIA( = Y 
¡7r> _ _ > 
/0> _ /0> 
(6.3) 
The decay of the charged pion therefore indicates that <0{Ap /i 0 
From Lorentz covariance we may write 
¡ 4o/ Ar 17r _ ` f 
/41 (6.4) 
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so that "A14 0 
Parenthetical remark: We could have derived aV hr> t 0 
alternatively from the requirement of Lorentz covariance and 
vector current conservation. 
The numerical value of T appearing in equation (4 ) 
can be estimated from the experimentally known pion lifetime. 
Goldberger and Treiman(16) have under certain assumptions derived 
an important relation between T the axial vector t 
coupling constant 4.40 and the renormalised pion nucleon 
coupling constant 
4Na 
which is well satisfied on substitution 
of the experimental values for the various coupling constants. 
To derive the relation we proceed by defining 
Eit /Ah ) = IWt4p 440 f 2112Y° -"Y'J) (6,5) 
We now impose the condition that in the limit m6-00 Y4440-40 
This condition is made very plausible on the basis of a field 
theory model(17) in which a massless pseudoscalar particle is 
present as a consequence of the so called 'spontaneous breakdown' 
of invariance under the chirality transformation. 
The condition thus implies 
(1)ft HA(f) 
(6.6) 
Following the standard LSZ reduction procedure we can write 
Ax 
:p/Af lß% I u J e 
i 
,.Ol[AIM f(x) J /» sexe) elle (6.7) 
where 
F(x) s (é m) (x) 
The integral in equation (7) is the Fourier transform of a_ 
rtfardsd'_ commutator thus suggesting that 4Vé)) 9 ( {) _ 210 Aeei (6.5') 
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are analytic functions of t: (n. in the upper half plane. It 
will now be assumed that for (V) we can write an unsubtracted 
dispersion relation. 
y( r d I=l 
if 
(6.8) 
Now 11, 6/Ar _ 'r u^ c'o /Ar /s > <s /F(o) /4> q4 n, -/i) (6.9) 
The term with 441 , P interchanged does not contribute. 
Approximating the summation on the r.h.s. of Eqn. (9) by the 
contribution of the pion, we get 
« = - 24 44vir /4,6,69 
G 
t As 
From equations (6,5',10) we finally derive 
2.14i; - = m (,(0) 
414r kivnmlo) 
which is the Goldberger -Treiman relation. 
(6.1o) 
(6.11) 
In comparing the relation against experimental values it is 
assumed that 
From nuclear 
The value of 
kNlinf (0) : Aim (Iw,,r n / 
if.. decay experiments .../% /a 
G 
the pion nucleon coupling constant is given by 
The value of / thus calculated from the relation is 
yr 
(164' (0. , ti 8s . o 6) 
(. T. 
On the other hand the value of 74 calculated from the experi- 
mentally observed decay rate of the pion, viz. 
( 
4 +Yr iAs 1 z (i. 1 2 -- /" - ) : ár ir, N z: (i84 ± o4) x /o h, 
4, r m' -tr ,r 
-27- 





The two values are in quite good agreement in spite of the approx- 
imations involved which seem rather crude at first sight. 
To understand the above relation in somewhat simpler terms, 
Gell -Mann and Levy(18) have proposed the rather natural scheme 
that the divergence of the axial vector current is proportional 
to the R meson field 
a"Ar _ c` 
(6.12) 
A particular consequence of this relation is now obtained by 
considering its matrix elements between a) the vacuum the 
one pion state and b) two one nucleon states. It reads 
4(e) 9'` l9'°) 
ç LI ( 
Of 
z 
m,' , k 4/19 NN+ ( 6 .13 ) i 
where kY4 is the pion nucleon vertex function for a virtual 
2 
pion, 0-40 :1 . At f :0 we have 
746 am. . 4; (0) Oft 
,y 
tr 
k w (o) NN NN 
which is the Goldberger -Treiman formula. 
We also have 
(y,t /A 9 w 2 
ar 
Attempts to describe the Gell -Mann -Levy hypothesis in the con- 
text of a field theory will be discussed in Chapter II. 
(6.11) 
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7. Derivation of Relations Between Electromagnetic and Axial 
Vector Form Factors of Hyperons From Equal Time Commutation 
Relations and PCAC. 
In this section several relations between the various 
electromagnetic and axial vector form factors of hyperons will 
be derived using the current algebraic methods together with 
those of dispersion theory. The essential objective of the 
following derivation is to express the magnetic moments of the 
hyperons and the 'i transition moment in terms of pion photo - 
production amplitudes which are then approximated by considering 
the contributions of low lying baryon resonant states. The 
magnetic moments of the hyperons thus evaluated are found to be 
in agreement with their experimental values. The magnetic 
moments of the nucleons have been calculated by Fubini, Furlan 
and Rossetti(19). Thus it is possible to make a comparison of 
the results with that of SU3 symmetry. 
It is found that the major contributions to the magnetic 
moments arise from the baryon resonances forming the decuplet 
(with sz t ) . The contribution of the states with .%P .r f 
is somewhat smaller. However, the contributions of 4, (4OS) : TP2 
to the sum rules involving the transition moment rA are very 
important. 
We begin by briefly describing the notation used in the 
following. Vr` , f c ¿ _ 4,2, 3 denote respectively the iso- 
triplets of vector and axial vector current densities. The 
electromagnetic current density j is given by 
e 43 ( 7.1) f` is the current 
associated with the pion field . In the following a, 6 
denote a one A or particle state and since we are ignoring 
-29- 
higher order o-1 _t= _M_ : effects we shall take 01. : ^ 
Define 
áI& 
i f d x ;1419040) d/1r4(X) V (o) 3 /a/> 
Then 
- il%X P`9 B6,,) <6 f'/r,Y)Aa`rx) Vo)J/a 
f 
/ 
c9 x ! Jd x e á(xo) 66 j Ao ex) , Vr (o)J > 
According to the PCAC hypothesis: 
dA - m.,,,L 
where T _ 
!o) zio.: 
4 kairN 





which follows from taking the matrix element of Eqn. (4) between 
the states la> , 16> 
We thus have from Eqns. (3) and (4) 
!/ic exg(XO) .G6,'/lA; (x) , vto%1 la/ > 
J i L 
Ma 




(v, Y , -9 ; -A9 - iJ d x ; 19. (tC s 17) Sex.) 11'/r f ̀(,) )11.(0). /al ) 
(7.5') 
The invariants y y, , P are defined as 
Y - 46i+ ?4264=,s #Ì 
2mY, : . 01_b qj 
h- ,a_Af 
(7.6) 
If we now take the limit q.. p of Eqn. (5) we find that the 
left hand side of the equation reduces to 
4o ( x a , VP ( 0 ./ / a /> ' L E A/`' / Ar (o) f 4( 7 ) _ . 
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The above equation follows from the equal time commutation 
relations valid for the chiral SU2 x SU2 algebra of current 
components (E,gns. 6.1) 
Thus we derive the following equation 
. s 
E3 <4 "l Ai(0)/4,) _ /i» { %ra Má { j fa 
To evaluate the right hand side of Eqn. (8) we write 
(7.8) 
9` t- dx ' xB! 6,( ¡' (%' Y ) `) f P 9 No) T C ri<`) !o),¡ß ¡> / 
,c i leer t;' .14.A ge'xo) s',91( l( `(x) , rol Jla 
+ x r9 x =/x [ < ipe f`!x) V lo1! a f % J 
Integration by parts gives 
x y x d l S(x.) c11'/(rlxl )4,(0)N>) 4/o 
_i q S(xo) ,--6pr9'`<x) , y ,. (0)J/ß 
so that 
Y 
//, 3 A, 4A1 e daf '" ex), lip (0)J/41, 9'. 
f Ain `¡ X pó x)6f/` <X1 yNCaJ/a> 
( 7.9) e 
The equal time commutator in the second term on the r.h.s. of 
Eqn. (8) is from the requirement of microcausality proportional 
to $(x) ( ) so that the entire integrand involves 846x) 
( *) No terms involving derivatives of will be present if 
the first term on the r.h.s. of Eqn. (9) is covariant. See 
the discussion in section (3), 
-31- 
The second term is a function of (4 -,ß'f1 in the limit f.4.0 
It is clear that the term arises from Feynman diagrams for the 
photoproduction amplitude which are of the type shown in the 
figure, i.e. diagrams resulting from the exchange of systems 
with baryon number zero. To make this statement obvious, we 
need only point out as an example, that the three particle inter- 
mediate state /N7rJ') does not contribute to the absorptive part 
of the first term on the r.h.s. of Eqn. (9). 
The second term need not be considered separately. It can 
be incorporated in the subtraction constants occurring in the 
dispersion relations for the first term. 
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8. The Invariant Amplitudes Free From Kinematic Sin:ularities in 
the limit fAt _. 
In the pioneering work of Fubini, Nambu and Watagin( 20) on 
pion electroproduction off nucleons the invariant amplitudes for 
the process are introduced as follows: 
The T matrix element for the process can be written as 
"at: l euc T , where 
T ú(11s[AM,4+ BMA+ CM, + 7) Mp + EME + FMFJaw 
The covariants MA etc., are defined as 
M A z 4 " ; ( 4 4 4 - 
M8 = 2i (?p,Y + MY q,k ) 
Mc = 2ny,4 
MD = 2 (-my Y - ) -im - 
(2/1r+; f, _ tisff. ) 
MF r- "rt. 
where / 170 4) (8.1) 
For pions on the mass shell f#0 the amplitudes A, B, C, Ö,f,F 
are devoid of kinematic singularities, i.e. all possible covariants 
that can be constructed from the set of available 'vectors' can be 
expressed as a linear combination of Ms , with coefficients which 
are non singular. The amplitudes thus constructed are gauge 
invariant. This follows from the observation that 4.NA= O etc. 
It is now assumed on the basis of an argument in perturbation 
theory, that the amplitudes A, B, C, D,E,F satisfy dispersion 
relations in y for i>0 , with the subtraction 
constants completely determined by the terms arising from 
fd`x ;1."S(X0) 497ji`.(x), (0)1/ i) 
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i.e. the set of Feynman diagrams mentioned in the preceding 
section. 
Thus, for example, we may write for 4(Y Y N,t 1) 
/4(Y,Y11:1-4)= /0 (Y)Y0,;; 49 +t ,,-á) ;____ 
Y_Y.;c ( 8.2) 
The dispersion relation given above may be cast into an alternative 
from when rewritten in terms of the isospin amplitudes A# , A , 
,g) 
, 
defined as follows 
Á= xT St3 A+f 2t7; ,r;]A- # r.A°}x 
(8.3) 
X is the isospinor describing the nucleon. 
Thus we have 
(#,-, o) 00 (i,-, o) 
(Y) Y,, gis, -4) A. (Y,y,,ì , -Ái . ! 1 iv' Zs, A (r)Yi)0. ,- 
l Y_Y Y' +v 
"gr4 Yo a , + 
4n,= 
(8.4) 
Similar relations hold for etc. 
In the dispersion integral the (+) sign is applicable to the cases 
(f,0) 14)0 ( +,o) () (-) ! -) aad /1e () sip lo #4. e4.r cases of 4 ,y C , f F ¡ Prom the dispersion relation, 
it then follows that 
,,.(-) s E 




4 ,% (a, v, ,+,a, 4% - 
.., (+,o) (,, o) ... (f, o ) 
= C 
(0v,?r,,,-i = F (0v,,rr,,-,6' = (o,vrk,-A) _ D(g 
5) 
() c-) ,&) 
where A - A - A, etc. 
It can be shown that the above set of amplitudes is not quite 
suitable in the limit f90 This 
is because the amplitudes 
3,E are singular at 
let us write 
-34- 
Y=0 to, - 
) To see this, 
T_ a yM + 6 f yr , 2($ +.+F)1 + c p += d Pr, .,E-) 
+ 2 e (f; 43. # - f (94 4)10 ($4. 4.1 f -1014 0/-111, (,f + J 
(8.6) 
Then it is easy to show that 
A s 26- mQ 
8= ! (26;c- ha) 
2mY, 
c= -?f- A 
-2d 
' /,y (-4+2fm/-2mÁ) , F=- 
(8.7) 
so that the amplitudes ,g,( are not free from kinematical 
singularities in the limit 0.00 . 
It has been shown by Dennery(21) that a set of amplitudes 
,4 , ... 4) , can be introduced which are devoid of kinematic 
singularities at ysD Y,a0 The amplitudes ,4 may be 
defined as follows 
T- ú(f"l Atz 4440 
M,= MA M,, _ 4mY,-4=M y M 
4/AY, 
I3 Zy, E 
Ms 
"- ME , M ` MF 
) 
M Mc , M4 z M 
(8.8) 
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9. Evaluation of /i.,M 
10 gJ, f T Re) 
The contribution of an intermediate single particle (massa, ) 
state to /,m /f', vanishes(22) for m14/sa; h,6 For 
940 
the case 
/fin z oaa , however, the contribution is ill defined 
in the limit. As analogous terms also arise in the contribution 
of the single particle intermediate state ¡"Az to pi 4 
so that the ill defined terms do in fact cancel in the limit, there 
is no difficulty in approximately evaluating km 01 # . />) yo 
by considering the contributions of single particle states in the 
direct and crossed channels. The single particle states in the 
crossed channel correspond to multiparticle states in the direct 
channel. 
To demonstrate the vanishing of the contribution to 4p , a 
Sao ' afr 
for 0N# wnp a /1 , and the cancellation referred to above in the 
case /Hf _ , we write the contribution of a single particle 
state to ¿ti¡I/jr as 
t"fa,ya = y)( mn .c Á/,l%)Ign>< ff9r.ra) /6) 
r 4<t!) 44 f ' - ; < 1 ( 9) 
inn eplVplo)l,,nitjb-9 n / A,%Ì I 1 
En (t -f) £ (,) E q- gÌ 
(9.1) 
where 001,4640 ' t kAani0 etc. 
Thus for /rn,t j _ the expression given above vanishes in 
the limit 9N0 . Now, in the limit 940 , the denominators 




AN- 4Q taso ñ: oat M1 
respectively /t Therefore, 




19 ?fr: $ /5 ÓA ( u (i) 4 o(g) 
211y 
_ 04"l j + 'NS )61. k Q (o) lek b (,' - /f M ) ' iró"mirk °"6') J' u p' . r , / 1s 
+ OW (9.2) 
is well defined in the limit except for the contribution 
of the terms due to states %) degenerate in mass with a orib. 
such a contribution is 
(Rit)n 71-6r) 
r k64 ka7r(o) 
- ,ly Q " l ) 4-'4(1) 4! 





. f f NJh l',-;"(o) k 7 ky ( i ]f9) 
° 6 - 2= (o) ?h% (0) _ kwr(0) 
x the following we shall evaluate appro imately   
940 !HIP +7 Tr, 
due to single particles in the various channels. On substitution 
of the expression for the limit in Eqn. (7.8) we derive a hierarchy 
of sum rules relating the various form factors for non zero 
momentum transfer. 
+ o(g) 
by considering the contributions 
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10. The Sum Rules Relatin the Form Factors at Non Zero 
Momentum Transfer. 
We start from the equation 
e.s 
EA31 <Ff`` AI o) ïf 6.9 NA 'R J, 
9+0 f Ik (7.8) 
áJ 41 
(where /1, , R/ are defined as before with /0: 2i>, /042P 
In the limit q.p only the covariants /y, , 144 survive. As 
explained above we have assumed in this derivation that the 
amplitudes satisfy dispersion relations with sub- 
traction constants determined by the ansatz given above - viz. 
evaluating the contributions to the amplitudes arising from the 
Feynman diagrams of type shown in Fig. (1). 
Thus comparing the coefficients of 
a3ss3jü024: 140) 
(f 343 - a;é gj3 Pp u( ti I; 001 
i(dJS34 
óe.3 - ;id 0+4 û(J1;rx(6) 
q f »Ft ù 024 u ou 
ti 3 . 8zi Sp) 0 14 17024'4) 
, respectively, on both sides of equation (7.8) 
we obtain the following sum rules(*): 
Parenthetical Remark: 
In the following we shall denote for simplicity the mass of 
the resonance appearing in each term on the r.h.s. by the same 
symbol, H. 
( *) 
The various form factors appearing in the following are 
defined in Appendix 2. 
-3 8- 
(f) 
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iA(°) 3l ksrar (o) ó 3IJ= ié'tt+r °) 
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3 M AST,. (0) 
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rrr () rX 
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4. 
(M-4Z(M4m)/(2M-m)(MM ) Ha (, a. Lots -aM+ 
(011 Arra (0) i" F (0114 
/(2-142.7 
(0) v ? If14 Xr (°/ (1) 7 4 X - -- M M ----s- (f / - ..._. (0) 
Arr (°1 Z$ 
(1) y3 ( ) krr,r(o) rar y3 
iM;) k. + ¡^ sE) 
rr,r( 
kF) ¡vr (v) 4 . . 
Arrr (0) 512. 
(10.2) 
_3q_ 
Ai () . - 3, 014 00 M=a, yvs(tJ , f. lu,3i ) F ID) N`s f M krlvr (0) Fó 3 = M- . ( ) AFr () 5F 
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Hr (J r(p) 20113 r(o) -t (M fi) 31 - 
(o) itz (1) 
(10.3) 





p(31t _ M Al) ^ r H 
frrAw 
p) Aix 
Taking (aWri >, 0 " > in equation (7.8) and proceeding as 
before we finally obtain on comparing the coefficients of 
,4i3 u0124 a0) 
(1:' 4 u0piu(» 
( 4 4 ' (/) (1=4 2tr a (ß) 
9 170 0'4 /434 s u(fJ 
(10.L!.) 
, E43 i(J(á j d'f 
respectively 
FA 
4,) K 2 i'n (0) á^ - 1,.. (19 (Mf ) t (1) k (!) k 
CA (0) -3,742 AIA' (ß) kä4rr (0) .3.4 
(10.5) 
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- 2 (M-00 E kA"r (D) f! , 
3M ^ (f) + r,n lo) yY f krAr () KrA,r (o) T,sr ( J 
4. 
H4 
(M+M)2(M- ) l (2M++)(M. m) + }f 
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f M-t (Á(o) 
.`A ) + krAr 
- 21* 1:1°41) - 2m 
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irt. sa) <cJ M t (1) l-,e 3M: k 
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Finally, consider the case /4 >: /A), /4 ; //1t.We thus obtain the 
following sum rule: 
?a Y krS (° /11 ' s / fA (f) : - 
3M' 




(M.a+)(3f- M; #41 hi) !i.^ (E) + . . 
kr,,r o 6 
The sum rules for ,- are analogously found to be 
<(() Vc) k (o ) 
y = f, (1) 4. (Msnr» N (f) La M-0 I A (o ) ' k: rr 0 ; 31411 
j k '_,f(o) V 
4 ( 0J:(M.)1(2M-)(M.) f Ej é = = fT (E) 2oM k-r1r(o) - 
ir- IT (m) y 
3 k (0) 4 `' (M- s 4. n (M 111) f =rrr 
WI ter?,: (6) 'd' M ka Err (o) 
M) 








FY(f) - k. -> ,f°(') l ---, - ) - 2ri 014 of) xs.--(`) NY=(j 
G,(o) Mr irr ` *' 3M krr+r(o) d- 
3in3 
, rr (®) H s(E) . ..._ (M.m, _._. 
M án(o) 
2m" r(o) - ¡3 (M,,) kx .,,r (o) 
212 (M-4 _(/4. m) f (2 M- m) (M; 411) /0 My fj 
k O 
AY _ w _ 2n'4(M.iw)E _ r- ( ) Y 
M3 k; (o) - 
k;, '=ff (o) 
k_ , 'r (°) 
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v,sa) 
(°) f, to 
3hs (+M) 1y v,s fi ÷ sa 3(M ) -Y-51.- (0 t/s f __, Ì is- 3M ks (°) j ` 
, MI 
(nL=) j(f.1HS O M,_7tOÌ 's 
/DM' 
Mt k __ /) - (Nf f (3t-hf,»M) 
.-. z 3/7 
-1 Y's (4) 
_rrq zsr 
(10.12) 
11. Discussion of the Sum Rules 
a) Derivation of the constraint 4.4(4):/ 
We first notice that equations (10.1,2,5,6,10,11) together 
with the hypothesis of partially conserved axial vector current 
introduced in section (6) imply the important result that 4,69:/ . 
41169 is the extrapolation of pion electromagnetic form 
factor to zero mass of one of the pions. To show this we notice 
that PCAC and the resulting Goldberger -Treiman relation, viz. 
2p1 eß11 / 1 
Ç kaórr (oi 
imply the following relation between 
C 
I 9 
4a`¢l 4 kai,r (0 .r 
A (o) 21" 7('o) + r= thr 
On the other hand, multiplying equations (11.2,6,11) by 
and adding respectively to equations (11.1,5,10) we get 
diw 70;; (o) 
2m ç(o) f; riL --- Fri () kola 
so that 4;9(i) / 
(11.2) 
This a constraint which must be imposed if we are to extrapolate 
PCAC to zero pion mass in a consistent manner. It should be 
mentioned that if we had imposed PCAC in conjunction with the 
equal time current current commutation relations (6.2) then we 
would have needed the stronger condition P a '/ a / . In 
particular, we would require the electromagnetic form factor of 
the pion 69 E. 4761 -/') = / This is too restrictive a con- 
dition and therefore we do not choose to work with the equal 
time current current commutation relations. The result that 
the equal time commutation relations, together with the extra- 
polated form of PCAC, implies certain non trivial dynamical 
constraints of the theory has also been noticed in other con - 
texts(23) 
b) Contribution to the Sum Rules Arising From States in 
the t -channel. 
A/ 
The states considered are a single pion and a single meson 
states. They contribute only to the sum rules involving G4 
and 9. The W and P meson states in the É -channel do A 
not contribute to any of the sum rules which are obtained in 
the limit f..06 . The possible contribution of A2 meson 
state has been ignored for the sake of simplicity. This does 
not affect the argument presented in the last section. The 
inclusion of higher spin states in the direct and the exchange 
channels is indeed irrelevant to the argument leading to the 
constraint o69 = / 
Tr 
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12. The Decuplet (f!)Approximation and Determination of the 
Ratio D/r 
We now make the approximation of retaining only the con- 
tribution of ;OM) to the sum rules (10.3,4'97). This 
approximation together with the assumption of P dominance of 
the isovector electromagnetic form factors would then enable 
us to determine the ratio of the symmetric (D) to the anti - 
symmetric type (F) of SU3 invariant meson baryon coupling. 
The two types of couplings are defined as follows(24) 
) y,; e : Tr. f Nils 4í3ß)] 
P yie : 7; i M(1?8- (12.1) 
where 1¡ _ Z .1 ) s î 4. 8_ 2 t t ós 
are the octets of meson and baryon fields respectively. 
kare 3 x 3 matrices defined in reference ( 24 ) . 
In the approximation under consideration, 
3 




( fl: (°) + e V z (°1 3Jy ! 
r- (o) - at (mt; lM) kZ=AA l°) s ] tA 31y: ha ka, (o) + c .aA 1 (12.3) 
AiC 
v rr 1a'3 K r,r lo) (b54 F fo) -AiA 3 : (M+ o () + rA M =At(ì 
A 
- R.4471. (6) ¡`/r (o) 4 f iF(o) 
12. 0 1 aI E / ( 4 ) krAnr(1 
From equations (1,2,3,4), we get 
(12.2) 
v f (o * c 6 (o) 
.. 
kr,to) t-11,%) rf 4, 4 () s - 
NsA r (oi r AN ktA* °) k£A+r 
(12.5) 
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Assuming p dominance of the isovector electromagnetic 
form factors, we have 
H. (o) t c Ar lo) krsrP 
f1AO (o) c (0) 
Kra P 
In the limit of exact SU(3) for the baryon octet, baryon 




kisz, (o) A , ( -ï!' - 
Combining this result with Eqns. (5,6), we finally obtain 
2/F =3 . The value for the ratio is in remarkable agreement 
with other estimates of this ratio. Martin and Wali(25) have 
(12.6) 
(12.7) 
for example carried out an extension of the Chew -Low theory of 
N (3,3) to the discussion of the 12,4 meson baryon resonances 
in unitary symmetry. On the basis of their work they have 
suggested that the observation that the resonances pis form a 
decuplet indicates a value for the ratio nearly equal to J . 
/'(ra -, t+r) 
With )4. = 3 the branching ratio calculated is 
067 , which is in agreement with the experimentally 
observed ratio S 3 More recently Amati et al 26) 
have obtained from the Cabibbo version of generalised PCAC and 
equal time current commutation relations a value for the ratio 
4- 2.7 
The value Cf /. obtained above thus strengthens our con- 
fidence in the approximate validity of the decuplet approximation. 
We shall now use this approximation in the following to estimate 
the magnetic moments of the hyperons. 
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13 . a) The Magnetic Moment of the 2° 
The form factors at zero momentum transfer appearing in 
Eqn. (13.2) will be approximated as usual by the appropriate 
coupling constants. However, not all the coupling constants 
are known experimentally. We shall estimate them by using 
SU(3) symmetry. To form an idea of the approximate validity 
of SU(3) symmetry, we notice that the value of K: i -40 
as determined from the 278. 
width is very nearly equal to the SU(3) symmetry value in terms 
of rriy+/ytr. ( -¡Iv%) g á : .4 _ /.8/ as calculated 
qr 
from the width of e(y,;). The coupling constants /+r(O 
to 
are similarly expressed in terms of 
HIV"N 
(o) c 
The analysis of pion photoproduction data by Gourdin and Salin(27) 
has given a value of C,. 345 and also has indicated that 
mw /Yi 4 We shall therefore ignore the term 
containing ,v'' . Taking kNnir 1-111 = /3.5 krr,r ("se) c 
2 k,ti 
/4 I)/A. 
we find that in the context of the approximations involved, the 
isoscalar and the isovector parts of the magnetic moments of 
are equal. Hence 
' ° 
/ íÌ C 





Substituting the values of 'LC, 
kÑM71. Djf =3 
(13.1) 
given above, we 
find in nuclear Bohr magnetons the value /4 , 2.7 . 
The total magnetic moments of the F , g f° hyperon are thus 
found to be 3.51 -41 /.f nuclear Bohr magnetons respectively. 
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The value for the total magnetic moment of F* is in fair 
agreement with the experimental value(28) , and is 
somewhat larger than the value in the limit of exact SU(3) 
which is ,,, 2.7e . 
b) The Magnetic Moment of the /A 
The determination of an approximate value of the magnetic 
moment of A will now be given in the following. It is not 
possible to evaluate this directly from Eqn. (10.9) in the 
decuplet approximation, viz. 
s !lf t sx ° n 4 M 1 it M +AM K H s /o) 
(13.2) 
` krA,r() 011 ierAr 
This is because the coupling constant 4 A(0 is neither 
known experimentally nor is it possible to relate it to the 
known radiative decays of other baryon resonances by the SU(3) 
symmetry. 
In the following we shall therefore derive an independent 
sum rule also involving the parameters of Ae from which the 
unknown quantities are then eliminated with the help of Eqn. (2). 
It will be assumed that Alf is an SU(3) singlet. 
We take as our starting point the equation 
Aft=,0) , vpl (0)1 eh, = o 
Using 
?AA"): 4 700 
which follows from the generalised PCAC, we may write 









/4.e'(x.)P7(xh iifr g(o )] O (13.6) 
Taking the matrix element between A states, we have 
/áo. x$0) /I'11'P))111(o),1/ 4A The 1.h.s. of the above ¡&m_e'f 
equation is related to the absorptive part of photoproduction 
off A , in the limit of zero four momentum of / , and can be 
approximated as before in terms of the contributions of /I and A, . 
In this way, we get the relation 
4 ANA M¢ 
114A " 
M^ _ w^ 
where k4147 , 447 
k^fiA?let) #444 10 
t4/A4f(o) 
are defined as follows 
<411/(0)/ A, > kl, A 7 (q) 
<'4 #'f7(a) / /1 _ kAAr 
g`f h s 
17(P u0.) 
From Eqns. (2,7), we finally obtain 
/ + A r ! ̂  
A A ' r 
0* f11 . M l+ ;I) 





The value obtained for the magnetic moment of A is 
Mn = - .71 nuclear Bohr magneton. 
This is in agreement with the experimental value( 9) of 
(13.9) 
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nuclear Bohr magneton. 
c) The Magnetic Moments of the .Z 




a m m l /+ m= k_a ., (o) 
v, s 
o) 3 -- 
M4a M=s k (o) 
f!_s_ 
Using the SU(3) symmetry to estimate the coupling constants 
appearing in the above equation, we have 
if's IC 0 m: A- f ,l 1 _ 1,+ - 
G rH, M,- le I/5-1 
Thus we get Atli = O Mro s - 3.l for the 
anomalous magnetic moments of the The total magnetic 
moment of Ir. is therefore _ .7/ nuclear Bohr magneton. 




are -.88 and -1.11 respectively. No experimental information 
on the magnetic moments of z is at present available. 
The ZA Transition Moment 
From Eqn. (13.3), we derive with the usual approximations 
s 
,U - 4 s 
tri 02 l+ r^ F ;) 
142-3 AIN w 
which gives 14.7. 2.O nuclear Bohr magneton. No experi- 
mental value for /47. is as yet available. 
(13.11) 
14. An Alternative Derivation of the D Ratio 
We shall now present an alternative derivation of the 
ratio. The value thus obtained is not far from the previous 
estimates. This derivation thus serves to emphasize the mutual 
consistency of the various assumptions employed. We shall assume 
-51- 
as before that /le constitutes an SU(3) singlet. Then we have 
N 
^!s °) / = - 





kr^,r (o) t' 
2m r,r k (c) 
14-01 ---- y^r <oÌ 
ktr7r (o) 
krr,. (°) 
kr (o ) 
47^(°) 
,ta-^(o) 
#A AM a F i 
) - 
Ntl r (0) 
F 
2.0 . 2. 8S :7 
Conclusions: 
We have seen in the above discussed context, the mutual 
consistency of PCAC, equal time charge current commutation 
relations and the decuplet approximation. The estimates for 
the magnetic moments of Jr* , A thus obtained are in fair 
agreement with experiment. An interesting result noticed 
above is the importance of the contributions of /%( /0olto the 
equations (10.4,9). Furthermore consistency can be achieved 
only if /% belongs to an SU(3) singlet. 
It is also seen that the equal time charge current 
commutation relations and PCAC do imply certain constraint 






momenta extrapolated off the mass shell. This has been noticed 
in other contexts. 
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CHAPTER II 
PROPER DEFINITION OF BILINEARS IN FIELDS 
AND RELATED CONSIDERATIONS 
1. Introduction 
It has been pointed out by Schwinger(3o) and others that 
the usual definition of the current in quantum electrodynamics 
as a bilinear in the fermion field HO , viz. 
)):js) 
4l' (x) 
is ambiguous, and leads to certain basic inconsistences in the 
(1.1) 
theory, unless one exercises great care in evaluating expressions 
involving the bilinears in The 'proper' definition of 
the bilinears is suggested by the requirement that it enables us 
to avoid the inconsistencies in the theory. It should be 
mentioned that the definition does not in any way alter the form 
of the equations of motion (in terms of fields and field bilinears), 
as derived from Schwinger's Action Principle. 
To illustrate the kind of difficulty encountered, we first 
give the example treated by Schwinger. Using the equal time 
anticommutation relations 
1 ip 0', = fr9 )01A (1.2) 
which follow from Schwinger's Action Principle and the requirement 
of symmetry under time inversion, it can be shown as a consequence 
of a rather straightforward calculation that 




i.e. rf)4.6) ) 
L 
(e )' : o 
X. 0 7t 
This leads to a contradiction as shown below. 
We have a J(ì ,f b (N) - o x.= xo 




a,J<(%) - kin(x) 
Thus Eqn. (5) becomes 
Po.ic,(0 ) Jot x) .1 7 a 
Xo' 
In particular, we have 
<Dojo(ri) (x'1)/> = ß 
x.: x. 
The Heisenberg equations of motion following from the Action 
Principle give 
lH, tµ, ) _ ao jo(x) 
where H is the Hamiltonian of the system. 
Thus we have <o ¡r[ tr, j (x) J , j0W) J I o) = o 
whence <'o 
I ), (x) f/ h(g) f o> = 0 
We have assumed as usual that Ma> s 0 
Inserting a complete set of states which are eigenstates of y 
we have from Eqn. (9) 
? 4, ¿o/ fo(%) I "> <I )0 09 b° > = 0 










where /Ì is taken to be an observable (the energy), and all 
the states of the system are represented by vectors in a Hilbert 
space. Incidentally it is not necessary to assume that HO =0 
It is sufficient for the validity of the argument to assume that 
the vacuum is an eigenstate of f/ , with the lowest eigenvalue 
Fo . Then we obtain instead of equation (10), the following 
equation 
te) o/)0(x) /n > nl,%() /o> = 0 
° (1.10') 
Now, EN E and <044 (x) n> < Wm) °i by 
the usual definition of the scalar product, according to which 
JD(4 
Thus we get 
is Hermitian. 
<n (x) /0> _ a 
0 
/. P. (x) 4) 0 
0 
From the Federbush- Johnson theorem, it now follows that 
410 
Thus 
Le i (x > x').] - o 4 o - 
In a nontrivial theory, we must therefore have 
06. (x ) ))0frJ 0 
Kd: Kr 
(1.12) 
To ensure that this is the case in quantum electrodynamics, 
Schwinger has proposed that the bilinears in be interpreted 
as follows: 
- 
en) 4. f E (x) Ss 0 s7().1.4' E )x.) 4. (x , x.) 'p 
where $ stands for symmetrisation over all possible 
spare 
directions of the vector E 
(1.13) 
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Now, using the equal time anticommutation relations, we have 
r fÍk f(x) 221 ") , PP( ) 4 ex')] 
({(xf f) - t(xff 41:4 sot') 
E. vT(,c) ytx E) rr (x'> 4 3 E J R. 13' f(x) r<x'+FJ% (x') 
(1.14) 
where 74s) is an arbitrary number function. 
,f IiM E . p fog) t(x f E) to Y ex') = iqx% t<x+ 01;E.ist (xi) Eo. - (1.15) 
et' e, r7:13" 1(A) r( <X X y f 11 0 IL ') = O Y 7 (90 
Thus we have 
where 
l t,/oeu) , l boj Íi = c 174 slog - 
XY.ñY 




Thus, if we are to have ¿I /Vx) j JA (x') f% gO as is required 
x.144 
for the consistency of the theory, we must have e.# o so that 
the field product expectation value does not tend to a finite value 
as f-,0 . This is indeed well known to be true for the case 
of a free Dirac field, 
/where 
o /(i! s) 44 Ilex 4 f )/o) .. zie 
so that (= um 2 s , 
E -)o 3n é 
As a justification of the limiting procedure given above, we 
shall derive the form for r0.0) , ,406.7/> given above 
(Eqn. 16) by an alternative method. 
is in fact infinite. 
(1.17) 
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We have seen above that for any Hermitian operator A 
a,/1 , A] /> >0 
Take A = Jf.,IyIz 
- c).4" carfH - - aE 
we have 
, then from the equation 
J11y d: -J -Ji (OA o 
so that 3A 
= Jjd,4 




and the current 
J 
cannot commute. Consideration of invariance 
under rotations in space, together with an existence hypothesis, 
enables us to write 
xers (1.20) 
Since 17,E r we therefore get 
di(jo00 .) (t,1 l> : 
xe xe 
C p ds(a. -Lc') 
which is the form obtained above. 
The above commutation relation (Eqn. 16), is true for any 
charged field. In particular, for a spinless field f the 
current 10 is defined as 
' i( ff("'pl4-e/lp)f 4 64- eA/A,et 1 
where the product ois properly symmetrised. From the 
canonical equal time commutation relations, it now follows 
that 






The above definition for ,/p (x) in terms of V (Eon. 13 ) 
resolves only some of the difficulties associated with field 
bilinears at the same point. To account for nonvanishing of 
the commutator of 44 60 with the transverse electric field we 
find that the appropriate form for /t0 is the one suggested by 
the requirement of gauge invariance - viz. x+ 
11/4 41461 
4(x) ` s C xf %o(x) e X (x) ("1:014 E)1-e .l 
r 
(1.22) 
We have indicated explicitly the appropriate antisymmetrisation 
of the bilinear in 
T 
2. The Case of Nonconserved Currents 
It will now be shown that for nonconserved currents(31) 
. 
c fr f O (necessarily non trivial), we must also 
require that 06(y) t 4 W.) J #a . 
s 
To show this we shall first derive the Lehmann -Kallen 
spectral representation for the vacuum expectation value of the 
commutator, viz. 
eJ r (*) f (o]> Jf(('$)('9,n#' sY) -((s) 44v (K o 
f./.x 
d01) s):eiz3 (// F(A) 6#24 s) e . where 
This is easily done by considering first 414(x) 2,(0) /> 
1 / /r(*) fV(,)l> = 0/ fly(X/¡°> ld y(°) /0> 
(2.1) 
ea.) N6-41) .4 c''1,/,. ' Jp /id> < Abe lj).1°)l°> alp, 
( 2.2) 
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M together with the four momentum h serves to label states 
uniquely. The step functions 
Stye) 
, *Ai) restrict the 
energy and mass respectively of the intermediate states to positive 
values. 
From manifest Lorentz covariance we now have 
<00 (0) ,M> N JY(0)l0> T. QY - 44v) ¡)<Ll /z' 
v (l 
(2.3) 
From Eqns. (2,3) we obtain 
<00r01) iy(o) /0? `_ 4 x B6i,o ) (sr) 
Expressing 8`) as 
m 
19(-1,%) ') = f d(p+ s) ds 
we may write 
4L4v)(0,6-4t)- 
A 1 s 
o(x) j(o) o7 fí&,- = s - (Vs) j 4 1s)ds 
Jd where ,Q s) B$00.) so t4 s) - 
(=7r1 
so that 
11r ( x ./y. 0)) l > _ (y',y - 
a ' e, !s) - 
d (x, s) - 4+(x, 0- /Moo). 
(2.1') 
a,rees) j U ex, s7 ds 
(2.1) 
From Eqn. (1) we now derive the following important properties 
of the spectral functions (,t) , (k()) . Firstly, taking 
the complex conjugate of Eqn (3 ), interchanging the indices 






are real. Multiplying the Eqn. by 
/ 
we get 
-At eu( -,as) > 0 
so that eo(S) > 0 . s > o 
The equality sign holds only if the current is conserved. 
Taking the /i component of Eqn. (3) we have 




Co(Á1' o (2.5) 
is arbitrary so long as the condition p1 ;A,'0 holds. A 
In particular taking Ail so , we derive 
VS) ? o 
Thus 
o íJ (x) )),(03,1/.6 s o 
(6,(s) (,cs)1 rJs b'?(X ) = O 
i.e. 
Ms) _ o P,(s) = 0 
as 
Therefore, we get from Eqn. (1), 
In particular, 
(/0 /,./10(0) Jr (o) /o> 
the repeated index is implied. 
Po(s), P,(s) >O. 
<°/,%(x) 4(0) la> :0 
(2.1b) 
no summation over 
In a field theory based on a Hilbert space with positive 
definite metric, the above equation implies that je. 4) ¡o s 0 
It then follows from the Federbush- Johnson Theorem that 
Thus we have shown the necessity of the condition 
, # o 
ro X, 
for a current not necessarily conserved. 
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3. Presence of Schwin er Terms in Commutators and Lack of 
Manifest Covariance of Time Ordered Products. 
The important connection between the presence of the 
derivative terms in commutators, and lack of covariance of 
time ordered products, was first suggested in the context 
of Quantum electrodynamics, by the work of K. Johnson(32) 
Assuming the time ordered product is covariant, we can write 
to lowest order in the external field, the following formula 
for the induced vacuum polarisation current, 
<'oaI Ito') li"> _ i Pe'Irdt(s) L1.00> ,4_, fy) dy 
This is obviously incorrect for it now follows that 
as 
lip' or) ln> << /o/[i(x) , 1) /°.> /.vi (y) dy ° 
le :go 
<01(4(x) , yv(y0lo> o 
xseg 
Writing the Lehmann- Källen representation for <0/44/x) Vo) /o> 
as 
o/1/4 (x),iy (*) l 0> = j'(o,,v - a,M óy ) (vs) e`x, s) ds 
we have 
Thus 
4/1.). .(g) ).4(0) /o> s - .4 e(s) J. ,4 61,1)1 is 
xez0 é: o 
' I %Nis ó;(n) 
<0/r( ,/p ix) Jv (0)) l°% ' ¡(o q, - r y) P ls) f BOO 4&', s) 
f B(-x.) if(x) s)f di f iS".4 44 S?X) Jp,w ds 
(17 9 v ` ,r y) ,isÌ Ll ( x, s) z s , SyÀ syx) f(;(s)4s ( 
3 .5) , P F /" 
x 
A_ /x. s) a 






From Eqn. (4) 
o ¡(Í (a) , 4(o)] /o> #ü jpids ÿE b 
,v.20 
which from Eqn. (5) implies that 
!b T(4'x) ,%(o)) /off is non covariant. 
Thus the expression for <'ovf f(x) / /a) in Eqn. (1) has to be 
corrected by subtracting off the non covariant terms. 
Therefore 
<00f 40Cx)/;e) : i J<7 '4 () 20) )/0.> Ars 6ly 
_ f d /p(s)ds. $Y Av xX y y 
It can now be verified that 
f`loal I f(X) 1,> o 
(3.1') 
An equivalent viewpoint to adopt in arriving at Eqn. (1') 
is now given in the following. 
The conservation of the current follows from the invariance 
of the field equations under i4 Sy s yt t:y5 A. .0 ,4,0 , 
which is generated by 
7 
: fix f (X) (3.6) 
s 
In particular we have (Nees)) ees)) = 0 
p 
The field equations are, however, also invariant under the so 
called gauge transformations of the second kind, viz. 
fG-4 S¢ s SG_ r'oc(xY (3.7(i)) /4-4 /4- 44oC(x) (3.7(ii) 
The current as defined above (Eqn. 1.22) is indeed invariant 
under 7(i) followed by 7(ii). Now transformation 7(i) is 
generated by Aalx) ./.(x) dx , therefore the change in 
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induced by the transformation is given by 
.,élx) Pr/ (x') ! )'fil x) 1 ta)] 
The compensatory change induced by 7(ii) is therefore 
Z01(0:- 0 00 - ¿ f d X ' oc(,. f r)Á(,,) , J.0(xii) 
),40i IN) 
Thus in the calculation of the vacuum polarisation current due 
to an electromagnetic field, we must take into account the 
explicit dependence of J464 on the field as given by the 
above equation. In this way, we arrive at the correct first 
order form for the vacuum polarisation current given above 
(Eqn. 3.1'). 
4. Schwiner Terms in Commutators and Hi 
Covariant Amplitudes. 
h Energy Behaviour of 
We shall now describe the connection between Schwinger 
terms in equal time commutators and the asymptotic behaviour of 
the appropriate covariant amplitudes, first suggested by 
Bjorken(33) in the context of the physically relevant class of 
theories. 
Let the time ordered product 
rÏ Ìf .w ) s(^ eAf / (/K(X) _/`Q)) I > 
and the absorptive parts 
Ar i'yif,..1Jdx Jr. //2) 




be well defined distributions of q 0 
Then from the theory of distributions it follows that 
01 
1/v (f) ... ! 
A/,,, (y,, ... ,4p,... , 
27r - .1 
90 q'tgo (4.3) 
It is now assumed that lyµ -3 0 as g -0 40 . This is 
obviously true for theories in which it is possible to approxi- 
1 
A`=i mate A/op , by summation over a finite number of inter- 
mediate states on the r.h.s. of Eon. (2). Only such theories 
are considered as physically relevant. If this is the case, 
then we can change the order of integration with respect to 
and xo 
0 
in the following and derive 
M," 
4o. f 'j(yo',)-A'(q, )1 yo 
Alt ' fX . Al/ xa , o /B) te-/f7'. 
qo 
<',11)),(110) )17(x)/Bi 
- f 4'e CA/jf (x) Xbro 
(4.4) 
so that /f,ov -4 0 as yo -4 op 
The covariant amplitude associated with the process 8 w.,4 
is denoted by "lry (5) . Define 
/41/41, ex) Mmv (x) 
as follows 
/1 (x _ z y JE'r" /..v '1r 
Y J e 11/w (f) air 
(4.5) 
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As seen in the above example, dealing with the vacuum 
polarisation current (section 3), Iy,,,y(x) differs from 
/toy es) by the Schwinger terms present in the equal 
time commutator which vanish for Xoig0 Thus ti 
Mpv x = pv !x) for xe #4 
From a well known theorem in the theory of distributions we 
therefore have 
N 
- MMpe x) = f, 
Taking the Fourier transform of the above equation we get 
therefore 
N K 
( q, - i''v ) z Cn go ncl 
IMeiq) -4,o as feaoo 
N 
#14,v (0 -0 f elf q 
Asl 
Thus it is seen that in the limit 
amplitude 
fe-O °p the covariant 
is non vanishing, only if there are 
Schwinger terms present in the equal time commutator. 
5. Is the Physical Mass of a Vector Meson of Zero Bare Mass 
Necessarily Zero in a Manifestly Covariant Gauge 
Invariant Theory? 
In a gauge invariant theory which is not manifestly 
covariant the physical mass of a vector meson of zero bare 
mass is in general non zero. This was first seen in the 
case of Higgs' model which was shown by him to be capable of 
meaningful description in the Coulomb gauge. Although the 
manifest covariance of the theory is thus forfeited, it is 





aspects of the theory are indeed Lorentz invariant. Kibble has 
given a covariant description of the model by the introduction 
of certain rather complicated features. It has been briefly 
outlined in the preceding (section 1.5) . In view of this, one 
should expect the answer to the question underlined above to be 
in the negative. However, we would like to present in the 
following, a more direct demonstration of the result, by 
indicating where the usual argument for the contrary becomes 
invalid. 
Firstly, we shall present the argument given by Johnson, 
that the vanishing of the bare mass of a vector particle in a 
gauge invariant theory, implies the vanishing of the physical 
mass. 
The vector field, coupled to a conserved current satisfies 
the equations, 
fi 
N a Ay - aY Ar 
The canonical egual time commutation relations are 
tAAN' (476) 
Gs" 8f(') 
x0 r o 
The dependent field variables d° , /0 are given by 
; 




, ] /% f a C' ] 






As the theory is manifestly covariant, we can write the spectral 
representation of gyp/ A/,.( x) A(o) /) as 
<0/4 (i" AYlo)% (D'afat, - ' 
áv/ f (75$) 4 (x) s) as 
so that 
<-0/(i/4(x), l eo(o) J/o% 
Xesp 
Comparison with Eqn. (3) gives 
/9(s) ds :1 
From Eqns. (1,2) 
4, 2 
ó (xJ 
(- L4 M; fr - ff 









s+ !N;) P<s)d(x,$)ls 
s 
(5.9) 
In ref. (32) the following important assumption is made, 




(lf) es D _ S Mó ) 
s (5.10) 
We 
i.e. - s /1.fYh from Eqn. (8). 
/hot S 
can now see that 





O ) itje l 14>> /4e(e0 
X: o are always true in a 
covariant theory. 
vv- 
In fact we have 
<c¡tJ(x) ; f (s ôi,_ ) J firs) is 
x,:0 
= i. X41 S (x ) /('s_ mot) P(s) ris 
Now, if we require 
y,o?-> P(s) GlS : o 
i.e. 
/002. ife(5) 
we get from Egns. (10,12) 
,o(s) ld's- heó) 
so that the vector particle is free and 
Alternatively, we notice that 
a (4 (x)) A (o) 3/) = o 
xe: o 
a 3qt) 





<'o 00 lX) ; .A,Q(o))/o) 
Ci, Ap' 1°> - <ll a,(- Df .; A, 1 / c o/j,io x ) (0),Jo) ó:¡, Nose 
We may write Eqns. (8,10) more explicitly, by writing 
fie's) Z3ó(s_Atz)4C(5) 
where m is the renormalised mass of the physical vector 
particle. Z3 is the wave function renormalisation con- 
stant, and 0-0) is the continuum contribution to the spectral 
function. 
Then we have l = Z3 + Ji c<s ) 




/ = Z3 4. Jds(s) 
In the limit nee i0 we deduce from Eqn. (10') the result 
that m.,10 This completes the 'proof'. 
We now propose to replace the assumption 
4100 ( 0 111(0)31> 
xis o 





From Egn. (9) , we can now derive 
so that 




(0) li s0 
x,so 
gives the condition 
i.e. 
f (s_ 'Not) P(s) dS = o 






llrc (x) , ,a1 (od¡> fio 
Xew 40 
From Eqn. (9), we have 
<60(x) / (o)ji> --C aitsfi= (/ )e)a' S . x: e 
so that if 
we get 
</()(s, /4l(0) Ji> :0 
o.o 
M 
= J 0(s) Gjs o ` 
(5.15) 
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which, together with Eqn. (14') leads us to conclude as before 
that ./t44-' 0 
There is no a priori reason for choosing one of the possible 
alternatives indicated above. In ref. (32) the following 
alternative is adopted, 
zi()000 ,141(9J/> _ o 
x0.0 
<11.41x) > (01 I> :Kaki s36x) 
(5.9a) 
(5.9b) 
which is of course the correct one for quantum electrodynamics 
in the radiation gauge. To ensure the consistency of equations 
(9a,b) with the formal commutation relations of the fields, the 
gauge invariant limiting procedure (in the limit m +O ) for 
defining the current, is given by :Eqn. (1.22) . 
We would like to suggest another possible alternative for a 
consistent theory, viz. 
41r4(0 1 4l0(°),a = o 
i1 ,IaCK) Ai top f _ ° k' a, s36) g a O 
(5.9a') 
(5.9b') 
The current is now defined by the following limiting procedure 
1 ayG c+x mv 
(so (5.16) 
where the antisymmetrisation of the bilinears is understood. 
To 'verify' (5.9a1,131), we may take E, (E0, p) and interpret 
00,047 At (0).7 I f tx) lob !0) J as follows: 
s0 xs0 x 
44(x) Al (01 lih « 7(x +e0)1r (/- `s E0 .11/ 4a, 09)(1) 9, 414)) 
x0e0 Eo1*0 r0-10 
401 /m 7Cx+ E..7 !',. (-2_ (0) Jefe l, to)) /4i j0)1 (1, ex) 
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+ An Am ('ix E) ) At(o) iÓh (/- is E fGob( x)) 4400 xes xe44-oo a. 
o 
C/1,00 , 4°t (49 1 xos 0 44 xo-!o 
(5.17) 
i(x; 4) ill (/- 
y E. 
ae160p,(x))jwx) Col to) 
0 
¢(xf E°) 4 (- 
E°/ 





N l ] 
40, 
rit-40 M e ° P *F, (,,) (x) (5.18 ) [ (x. E) 4 t J 4 ( 
0 
The equations (5.9a',b') are thus verified if we take 
AN [ç°pcx> > 4o404= x°-° 
etc. 
o x ( 4., 4, o 9 ' /14 é t0)1 = t Sá/ Va, ) . ao 0 
The expression on the r.h.s. of equation (5.16) (before 
taking the limit) is invariant under the transformations: 
rác(x) 
f t (x) -- e ¡4(x) 
akp - ahan mo koc(x) 
which reduce to the ordinary gauge transformations of the second 
kind in the limit 
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Thus it is seen that in a theory of the above mentioned type, 
equation (10) may not hold. As a consequence, the argument for 
zero renormalised mass of the vector mesons (which is based on 
equation (10)) breaks down. 
The possibility of constructing a gauge invariant theory of 
massive vector mesons, along the lines indicated above will not 
be examined further here. 
6. On Some Field Theor Models for a Partiay Conserved Axial 
Vector Current 
We have introduced the PCAC hypothesis of Gell -Mann and 
Levy( /8) in section 6, Chapter 1, and have subsequently used 
it quite satisfactorily , together with the equal time charge 
current commutation relations for the derivation of the hyperon 
magnetic moments, in terms of the appropriate coupling constants 
of the hyperon resonances. Similar assumptions have been made 
by Adler andWeisberger(34) in deducing the important relation 
z ' 1 - / * --- % 2f tcr. (El - .* (E >1 (6.1) J A /UNw E 
which expresses the axial vector coupling constant as an 
appropriate integral over the difference of the total cross 
sections for 717/4 and el interactions (with the pion mass 
extrapolated to zero). In the above equation , F denote 
respectively, the laboratory momentum and energy of the pion. 
From the equation, incorporating the correction for zero mass 
of the pion calculated on the basis of a model, Adler has 
obtained the value for GA _ --/-24t.63 The experi- 
mental value for <0: -1.18t . 02 
It is the object of the present section to describe some 
-L)- 
field theory models which have been proposed with a view to 
understanding the PCAC hypothesis. Gell -Mann and Levy48 
have suggested three models in which PCAC holds as a consequence 
of the equations of motion. None of the models, however, is 
entirely satisfactory. 
The 'gradient coupling' model is described by the 
Lagrangian density 1s) 
X61) _ - . a f . f - " --' , a" s z a ah ro Z( 6.2) 
For the sake of simplicity, we consider only the nucleon 
and the pion, and do not explicitly indicate the additional 
complications in the model, arising from the isovector character 
of the pion, which can be taken into account in a straightforward 
manner. 
Consider the gauge transformation: 
'tn) -' (fr(X) 
f(x) f(ic) « (6.3 ) 
to 
Except for the pion mass term, the Lagrangian is invariant 

























(6.6b (6.6a) v43 , 
do 
(0) °!_ ! 20141; 
m are the renormalised masses of the pion and the 
nucleon respectively. f is the renormalised pion nucleon 
coupling constant. The pion propagator and vertex 
function are respectively , 0 o and sl / k 
Q r m = if; ( -i1L) pis the pion wave function 
renormalisation constant. 
The model, however, suffers from the serious disadvantage 
of divergences, which are present in every order of the perturba- 
tion expansion. These divergences cannot be removed by the 
renormalisation of a finite number of parameters. 
Another unpleasant feature of the model is the lack of 
similarity between the gauge transformations that generate the 
vector and the axial vector currents. The model is thus 
incapable of accounting for the approximate symmetry between 
the vector and the axial vector hadron currents, which is an 
important feature of the weak interaction phenomena. 
The o: model is another example of a field theory in which 
the PCAC equation holds. The model is closely related to the 
one proposed by Schwinger( ) for the strong interactions, and 
has as its characteristic feature the presence of a scalar 
meson e with isospin o . The Lagrangian density describing 
-75- 
the model is 
*es _ _ tr. a + sto - 40-* i 9 4)1 1, - a"tp at,i) _ z a tic- amer 
kó _- (14,01 8ñ04 s f 4m0 /f ,ds/ ) e (6.7) 
The bilinears in Vi are to be understood as properly 
antisymmetrised. All the divergences occurring in the 
perturbation theoretic treatment of the model can now be 
removed by introducing a finite number of renormalisations. 
This is what is commonly referred to as the renormalisability 
of the model, and is considered to be a desirable feature. 
Introducing the transformation 
0-: 0-4 00 
.o (6.8) 
the Lagrangian density .z= (xÌ may be written as 
.4(4 _ _ r o' d - /(ef ` 0) J - i 4419 -z 0' 1 40°'' (6.9) 
°2(fLf 0'ßt) - (0tf ais- .°s7 - ° k °' 2 
ignoring the addition of a constant I. O 
Apart from the term k ° the Lagrangian is , 
9° 
invariant under the gauge transformation 
-" f 4.o/ at/ 
.. 2a1 Cr 
0'1 .r4 Cr 4. 2(W e 
infinitesimal. 
i 
In the absence of the term, linear in Q. , the exact 
symmetry possessed by the Lagrangian, has the consequence that 
(6.10) 
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the renormalised mass of the fermion vanishes, and also that 
the physical pseudoscalar and scalar particles are degenerate 
in mass. 
The axial vector current Ar for the model is 
eST 
A,,- - = 71frid; -2(a,_ ar. 2,/4 S(w) , (6.11) 
so that a / 4  = _ e _ S z s 2M0 k 
a 
s(A) Sig r' o (6.12) 
In addition, the Lagrangian has the exact symmetry described 
by the gauge transformation: 
-* (14. "1.9 
ß-4 - 2(ßn 
Here we cannot avoid indicating explicitly the isovector 
character of the pion. 




- Sah) ' ?'-29 Aaf 
)141/4r. 0 
The two sets of gauge transformations (10,13) now bear a close 
relation to each other. The presence of approximate j/_/4 
symmetry is indeed a satisfactory feature of the model. The 
two sets of transformations together form the generators of the 
rotation group in a four dimensional Euclidean space. 
constitute the basis for a representation of the group. 
The relation (6c) also holds in the a_ model. However, 
(6.1.) 
the relations (6a,6b) cannot be derived perturbation theoretically 
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in the model. 
The model can be readily extended to include a description 
of the strange mesons. The spinor field q. now represents 
a triplet of quarks, and pion isotriplet is replaced by the 
octet of pseudoscalar mesons. 
We now propose to raise the following question. Is it 
possible to take consistently, within the framework of the model, 
the following equations? 
¿')c1;I.(K),) g069] = o 
Xp : 
ITN 44 4 (x)) v-fo)., = o 
xp3 O 
C Rx) 4 v-(x) (04 = o 
XosC 
1F(x) 0, v.(x) 0'(D) J = o 
: o (d) 
If so, we would like to investigate any consequences of the 
above conditions for the model. We have already noticed that 
in the case of quantum electrodynamics, 
[u).(J) r4Q(o)1 o 
and to ensure that the above condition is consistent with the 
equal time commutation relations of the fields, we had to 
introduce a suitable limiting procedure for defining (x) 4,0(x) 
For the sake of simplicity, we shall restrict ourselves in 
the following, to a special case of the model, viz., that 
corresponding to ap = p This restriction is of no 
significant consequence for the following argument. 
For the case under consideration, the equations of motion 
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and the equal time canonical commutation relations following 
from the Action Principle are: 
(r.m0).= - tie (14 cr) 
(D- ks) f = 
(a- kos'v' _ So 7,4 
c (") , (p&p)] °) - S'Cx) 
áaxo 
Noao 
fsk(x)> (o)} ---er(11) 
xo: 0 
f Yi (x) , 0) } = o 
All other equal time commutators between any pair of 
px) , iT (x) , °' 10 aa- 
axe 1 a=d 
(6.19) 
(with at most one 
fermi field) vanish. 
We shall assume in the following, that the theory is mani- 
festly covariant, a reasonable assumption as there are no long 
range forces in the model of the type encountered in theories 
not manifestly covariant. We also assume the existence of the 
various spectral representations. 
where 
Define 
<a¡Artx) A,,(o))/o> : 
1 
er5 (.q,.' )-w) " dlx,sds f s s 6.2 ( o) 
lo(s) o 
, because of the positive 
-79- 
definiteness of the metric of the Hilbert space. 
Thus 
<0/( A (x) , 441,(0)310> = Je0 (s) de d(x)0 ils . 
From Eqns. (12,21) we have 
<0/00(x), 
9('o,) , 0 i -- ,to (S) A'S 
(6.12) 
(6.22) 
From the definition of 44 (Eqn. 11), the equal time commuta- 
tion relations, and the assumption of Eqn. (15a) we deduce 
(01('4(x)) tO(b).1/0.% = f 2 a. 2 <0/°'(0)/0> 1 i ó;O!) 
ñ-o 
On account of the translational invariance of the vacuum, we 
take gyp/ o-(x) /o> - bof crlo) /o> 
The invariance of the vacuum under space reflection requires 




ais : k. f 1° ° <of°(o)/o> 
do 4 
From Eqn . (21) we have 
ro A (x) , av/'v 0) J lo - Jis S () , (x/ 1I P 




// á 2 / 
<®1 (K) ( o> = . ° (s) /. Cx, C e(o) 
z s ` (6.26 o k° ) 
because of Eqn. (12). 
Eqn. (26) and the equal time commutation relation 
)(p04), $ j_ 9(0,1 = _ cx) 
óx° xo=o 
lead to the constraint 
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S Vs) = (2m.i,,)2 
Eqn. (18) gives 
<%ro) lo> _ - 9 <o/ lo> 
et 
<O , 1 /0> 
24 
contraction over the repeated index is understood. 




<°If (x) 'Rod j0> = /I- z; es) á.a + T 6)3 Q(x,$)ds. 
we have from the equal time anticommutation relation for 
T 
/Vs) = / 
(6.29) 
(6.29') 
From Eqn. (29) we get 
` > > = If - , + T<SSJ o/j') v lo r es , ) 
(6.29a) 
where we have written the indices explicitly. 
Thus Eqns. (28,29a) give 
_o 
E-6 yK= 
4 Jr (s) D (E, S) 1S r. <01a-(o)10> 
0 
e 
The invariant function d` J(4.1 S) is singular on the light 
It can be written for small E2 as cone E2s 0 . 
i 
Lt'(6S) _ + S ^ fE f / ¡Ift' 




We shall now prove that if the model is to be non trivial 
f' 4 #0 , we must have p /a(o)/o> infinite. 




Now, from the equation (16) we have 
4011 (e'. a t nie) #(x) , T(0)110> = -4 <o/ f ß ó'r h0+ t o-, ( °1 } ¡o> 
xoro x,:a (6.33) 
which on using the equation (29) and the equal time (anti) 
commutation relations reduces to 
-A<0/0"60k> % mo + f7(s? ads 
From Eqns. (32,33a) it thus follows that 
<0101010) - 
Substituting this value for 
r.h.s. of Eqn. (24) we get 
Ja(s) c/s. = o 
¿O¡o-(o) to) into the 
Since a(s O , we conclude from Eqn. (35) that 
eo( O 
From Eqn. (20) we now get 





In a theory with a positive definite matric the above equation 
r 
At, 
/ so that by the Lemma implies that a  o \ _ O ' 
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due to Federbush and Johnson( 8 ) 
a"Ar =0 
This is unacceptable if the physical fermion mass in the model 
is to be non zero, and also the renormalised masses of the scalar 
and pseudoscalar particles are to be non degenerate. Thus we 
have shown that for a non trivial cr. model (a "Ar <o /ir(0) /0> 
is infinite. 
Assuming 001 X0 finite, 
Oo 
# p we have from Eáns. (24,27) 







7 O we conclude from the above that A(s) has 
a singularity at ; o . This means that in the spectral 
/- 
representation for <d/C 4(x),a 
v 
Av@) (O> (Eqn. 21), con- 
tributions from intermediate states of zero mass must arise to 
give 
('o (s) 
#p at S O ,(36,37) 
The argument leading to the undesirable feature of the existence 
of zero mass particles in the model is based on the following 
two assumptions: 




The argument can be invalidated by letting A'. -4 oo The 
model is likely to be meaningless in the limit 41040e as the 
symmetry breaking term (the fermion mass term) would become 




Alternatively, we may adopt the viewpoint that 
f rp (x)) P(o) J 
xo..o 
Indeed we find that Eqn. (22) is an identity and does not 
constitute an additional constraint of the system, if we define 
the ambiguous bilinears in fields at the same point as follows, 
q7(x) le d't LI- (x) = 
where 
)('A() E.ó c)f't(")>cCX 
1r(E) = a + E1%nE e E= E r IEl 
4 : .= f7; (s) 4's 
kz I l . 
2k 2- 
2 2,00 X, rkiT 1 ) 4 
--2. g - --4 leads 4' IS 7; (s) (4 
0 
2/1n/Ç 1r ko` ( 6.37) 
4 4Lisr,(s)is 
7(Ó1) ik (s) _ , Rg+ E) Hu) (6.38) 
E -! o 
Unlike the example treated by Schwinger(30), it is not necessary 
here to introduce symmetrisation of the limit. 
It can now be seen that the above re- definition of the bilinears 
has the effect of invalidating Eqn. (23), because of the 
additional terms which arise in the reduction of <ô /(Ao(x)) ?(doe> 
rat() 
These additional terms are arranged so that they exactly com- 
pensate for the terms divergent in the limit 
in 
E O 
<0/0-69/0> _ ±.f° /,;,, <o/tifi <E) (7;:(0).) it) 2ks E 
<0/(400) pq)115; in Eqn. ( 22 ) , The reduction of 
occurring 
now leads to 
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ah equation which is identically valid in the limit 5.1p0 
To show this explicitly, we proceed as follows. From the 
equal time commutation relations and the requirement that the 
bilinears in 1e are to be understood as properly anti - 
symmetrised, we have 
lolCiZ (x+ E) (4,4. + i i (E) E. 61- áo !P (X)) l (x) 1 (o) 3/o> 
xo-O 
.., 
- 1 A(c) (E ó'a <o/((x + E) (r) PO> s jCe) , 
f 
From Eqns. (39,29a,31) we therefore obtain, 
/- 
Óf + ¿A() , SG cxÌ , e(g)) 141 
x -a o 
- 21(E) Ai (s) E-. /..Í (r>( E s ßs S(c ) 
= / 
r1 
E /+ Is z (s) - ON) ó3x 
<_ ) 
- ti - e + q is-17 (s d . o () óC_) ( 6 . ) E 
(6.39) 
From Eqn. (29a) it follows that 
<0lrS(x+E ,c(K)) to> _4 AN d`94: s)/s 
_ - - R r z / z (s) fs f ? % S r (s) ds 4 + 2 s ( 4 t (sj's 
+ o(E) J (6.41) 
On substitution of the expressions given above 
for the terms 
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singular in the limit E.4 p appearing in Eqn. (22), we can 
verify that the singular terms cancel out. In the limit E.* O 
we merely obtain an identity. 
From Eqn. (21) 
so t 
6/144, f(.o))lo> - - 21° 2 ,%js) /s a d lx,$) 2, ko 
hat 
<oljA<<x> > á,$f(d)]1o> - J(s)ds po a 36f ) 
2m0 ko s 
It can similarly be verified that with the above definition of 
(6.42) 
(6.43) 
the bilinears, the singular terms occurring in the reduction of 
<°f j4- lx) ) o q2(o)]fo) 
x9:40 
is identically true in the limit E -4 O 
also cancel out, and the Eqn. (43) 
The Eqns. (6.15b,c,d) may be maintained in the model without 
leading to physically undesirable results. Indeed we may 
maintain the point of view that the (badly defined) Lagrangian 
and the action principle do not completely specify a field 
theory. It is not meaningful to ask whether equations such as 
Eqn. (15) hold in the model, for which only the ambiguous 
Lagrangian density is given. It seems that within the frame- 
work of present ideas of field theory, such equations must be 
separately given to determine the theory. A restrictive 
principle, such as gauge invariance of the second kind is thus 
precisely what is required for removal of the above mentioned 
arbitrariness, in a field theory. Even then it is not obvious 
that the theory is uniquely determined as we have suggested in 





Attempts have been made to correlate high energy behaviour 
with information about low lying resonances through the analyti- 
city in the complex angular momentum plane, which was first 
introduced by Regge(38). Although the idea has fallen into 
some disrepute lately through its inability to describe correctly 
the features of the so called 'high energy scattering' , interest 
in the idea has been revived recently through the realisation 
that some of the results of equal time current commutation 
relations, are merely expressions of appropriate asymptotic 
behaviour of certain amplitudes as suggested by 'Reggeology. 
As has been pointed out by Alfaro et al.(39), the equal 
time commutation relations of currents 1,fl together with 
the assumption of covariance of e /(4. (x) , j f (o)7 /,S > a x 
give us relations of the form 
¡1m (s, f, ft, 47 = C'vr 44-' f ) 
where A is an invariant amplitude occurring in the 
decomposition of Ji' n,),'j,%(x),.4°(0))l/ >K q4 
are the momenta associated with the currents .! (! , and 3o it /Fs 
are certain invariants constructed from Al fr' and , 
defined in the following. pr(E) is a form factor associated 
(1.1) 
with efiJe ¡A/ 
From relations of the type given above, under suitable 
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assumptions of pole dominance of currents, i.e. 
CA I.r/8> ï <0/7// 49. A l c «I I8> 
(.r) 
(the summation is over a finite set of particle fields), we 
obtain 
JImA* 
It was realised by Alfaro et al(3f) and independently by 
Solov' ev(4°) , that such relations do in fact follow from 
appropriate high energy behaviour of the amplitudes, without 
recourse to the detailed formalism of equal time commutation 
relations and pole dominance of currents. 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
2. Derivation of Superconver:ence Sum Rules From the E.ual Time 
Current Commutation Relations and Covariance of the 
Retarded Product 
Define 
rY i f P f f x s e x o ) <-6/l. r : ( x) , e 4 4 1/i) Px 
41Ay 101)11i ex 
where IA> , 
Then 
Ihr> are one particle states of spin zero. 
. 
.K 
-i"7410 = i'ilJ«rx> > JCf> ej. dx 
q 1 ir (xe) > (0) J 10 d z J 
1"%v fe1, 1'l( '2r1' x ) ) )oJ1'> 14% 













f-if"sitx0) </r/pAfa ?K> 
> 
(0)I l6 ,> d r 
-;4 f q' 1' a),/aa(x), J i C) y` r ,0> 
The assumed covariance of Tv 
(2.5b) 
and w,1 enables us to write 
7; r. A Pr B, PA, + y+ d3 P Q/, t$4 P dr 
+ c, QA + cs Or dv ir f p,,d f4 414.4v +4,9u 






Define the invariants yo f as 
Then Eqns. (5a,b) may be written as 
i (,, : , `r (1°, f) , 
"ri' Y,- Y-,*F 
W C Y 
° 
Wp (,,, 1 
11- 
r ) I 
Ys- V- iE 
so that from Eqns. (6,6') we get 
A(0)0 
L (Y, 
/ a(Y)tz) dv 
Y - Y- /* 
1<Y°, 0 , 
Y°_ 









The equal time commutation relation of the currents consistent 
with the assumptions of covariance of 7' and 4://* is 
tjt:ts) / Je(0),J 7 '« x) 3( =) (2.10) 
ó: o 
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It can readily be seen that the presence of Schwinger( ) 
terms in the above equal time commutator, would necessarily 
give rise to non covariant terms in the first integral on the 
r.h.s. of Eqn. (3), in contradiction with the above mentioned 
assumptions of covariance. 
We can write 
q/ Jr (off /fit) /; P Fr <El 4, 
where 
N' if -- 
From Eons. (3,6,6',10,11) on comparison of the coefficient of 
, we get respectively 
YA _ CK"°/47r(0 - L 
Ya s - ,7 
From Eqns. (9,13) we get 
26111): /*Y4($/i) Pi- le 
(2.11) 
(2.11) 
Substituting into Eqn. (/2 ), the expressions for ,4(,f) and 
261/1) given by Eons. (8) and (9) respectively, and rearranging 
we finally derive 
j'a (y,) lY' r. CK f r<1) 
To derive the superconvergence relation (1.3) from the above 
equation, we shall use the hypothesis of pole dominance of 
currents as expressed by Eqn. (1.2). 
Defining 




we can write Eqn. (15) as 
-'- _ =- . =- 
.,.. 
:,. , ¡L? ¿()J(4 1(; fQ/' 




#(Ya) Mf(p) respectively. 
At(ieiiisqi is the absorptive part of the appropriate amplitude 
(2.17) 
associated with the physical process 
(/$ ) + --> q) + . As the r.h.s. of the above 
equation is a function of f only, and does not contain any 
singularities in f' and , we must have 
/a'(p) elp ` _ 
It is also readily seen from Eqn. (17) that the pole 
dominance of currents is only approximately true if we have 
(2.18) 
From a slightly viewpoint can 
be rendered plausible as follows: 
7«lil #° z jpl r(o) /a/> # o 
From the requirement of crossing symmetry for the local 
operator )4(X) 
d'/j& °) /a /) o <of - 
Thus we see that the Eqn. (1.2) can at best be only approximately 
true. 
3. Derivation of the Su erconvergence Relations from 'Analyticity' 
and Unitarily 
It has been suggested in ref. (3f), that sum rules of the 
general type given by Eqn. (2.18), for the amplitudes describing 
the scattering of strongly interacting particles, may alternatively 
be derived from the requirements of analyticity of the amplitudes, 
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and appropriate asymptotic behaviour of the amplitudes deducible 
from unitarity. 
To illustrate the above statement, we consider an amplitude 
A(r,t) which is analytic in the complex y plane except 
for singularities on the real axis, with the following asymptotic 
behaviour for large y 
Rca(í) 
IA(y,i)i< k y : Rea (E)<o 
Then we can write the unsubtracted dispersion relation 
Re A(y,é) r, ! p / Im A(v, vi dy, 
ir - 
If we further assume that Co R <_J so that 
/in Y M (%',t)/ : o v.a co i.e. 
we get from Eqn. (3.0) the relation 
.7.1'1,14(1,101y= o 
A(y, NO is superconvergent, 
(3.1) 
From the point of view of Regge pole theory, we would 
require the IL. channel to be dominated by a trajectory with 
in order that the superconvergence relation (1) 
may hold for the amplitude A (y,f) , describing the scattering 
of particles with zero spin. However, the situation is radically 
different for the case in which particles with higher spin are 
present. In that case, as will be seen in the following, 
additional convergent factors are present because of the higher 
spins which enable us to write superconvergence relations for 
certain amplitudes under less restrictive assumptions about Re «(f)'. 
The example of ell- scattering (examined in detail elsewhere(41)) 
serves rather well as an illustration of the above mentioned points. 
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We shall describe it briefly in the following. 
The T matrix element for the process is expressible in 
terms of four invariant amplitudes, taking due account of time 
reversal invariance, i.e. 
T= E, .P E.P A + E.P E3.Q E,.Q E,P)3 t E,.Q e; .4) C 
+ Ei ' Ei (3.2) 
where (of(?) are the polarisation and momentum respec- 
tively of the outgoing p meson (pion) , and 4,4(0 are 
the corresponding specifications for the incoming particles. 
P, are as defined in section (2), above. The invariant 
amplitudes Al 8)CÌ 7) are functions of y (. p. p) and 6 : 04=ßj2 
We shall require for the following argument the 'orthogonal' 
decomposition of the invariant matrix 7 which is 
where 
T: a fi 2-14 Y Jr sIa 
: (.P')(E,.P 
2- 11 : (E,.p')(Es.0) + (:pi)(E,Q) 




E r a N- 
(3.3) 
The amplitudes A, B,ß,7) are expressible in terms of the 
amplitudes 01. y S as follows: 
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A _ ot + Q 1441' 
8: -4vot fi..v4s 
c. +p4=P1 
Q Q 
p! -1- P'4LQ S 
4. 
We now require that the total cross section be greater than the 
individual contributions of the four amplitudes ell Y/ S 
The total cross section is the sum of the individual contributions, 
and because of the particular choice of invariants there are no 
interference terms. 
Thus we have for large S 
s4 J ja! ciE k Sscr.r 
JQt/*?/éa < "'err' ) 
I011 (71 sdE C k s=er,. 
SUIS" 4 d < ks scrr 
(3.5) 
Assuming the diffraction peak has a constant shape(*) (independent 
of S ) , and expressing the results in terms of 8,Ç P we 
get the following asymptotic behaviour for large y and fixed 
The above given upper limit on /AI does not directly enable 
us to write down the superconvergence relation for 4 
However, if we adopt the point of view of Regge Pole theory, 
(3.6) 
A This is not in contradiction with the Regge pole theory ideas 
introduced in the following, according to which there is only 
_arithmic shrinking of the diffraction peak. o 
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and consider the parts of the amplitudes corresponding to Z =I 
in the channel denoted in the following by Agi, 5,I'.. etc., 
then since for large y the amplitudes A..... , are 
dominated by the e meson trajectory rather than the corre- 
sponding Pomeranchuk( ) trajectory for the amplitudes A "1 û? ,. 
etc., we obtain an additional factor of y2"- 
Reatp 
in the 
limit y4,00 for the amplitudes A`t'.... etc. 
Thus we have 
O /fie eee 
_ Re 0(P ' 
< 
yReaie - Rearp 
Re ate - Re cep + I Re alp(o) = I 
f ,0,/ < C , yReAfe. 
774 + I 
as t1 EI so that y%A" (V, {) 0 y,oo or 
if we assume that Re ef((4) - 7'41. 094 <0 for . f(r 
We can now write the superconvergence relation 
eo 
/Zm4fr,tV' = O 
-on 
From crossing symmetry, 
so that 
(o, iJ (0,21 I A (v, f z_ IM 
feo 
f I, A6/1 aY = o 
Thus we have derived the relation 
fZmAt'i',/)I = o 
Approximating the l.h.s. of Eqn. (8) by the contributions of 
7r and to , we get 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
1 y ' 
tn. 
- _ 0 (3.8') 
rr 
- /e w 
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where the couplings 
Oferw ower 
er+r : E), Pr ,r! arn.k 
er : wQ Ej4vac awv P T 
are defined as follows: 
(3.9) 
From the width of 
l- 
meson (. /SO Msv) we have l r.,r /2-Pr 
Calculating the partial width /"(0)- 1rrr) from the Gell -Mann, 
Sharp and Wagner model(42) using the value of atop- obtained 
from Eqn. (81), we have 
(w-> 3er) g.2 Mev 
On the other hand 
CAA/. 60-->371) . /0 ; 2 Nay 
If we now assume that the most dominant 1. :2 Regge 
trajectory 0C=)(é) is such that 
?eot4)(U) <O 
then we may write for t near zero 
¡Ja//3((Y,é)dv_O 
ape (3.10) . h = o 
0 (3.11) 
Eqns. (8',10,11) for t =0 can no longer be saturated 
with too pr in a non trivial manner. Indeed we get 
iwe* 4$9eP7 :4" ° Frampton and Taylor (43) have examined the saturation of 
Eons. (8' ,10,11) at te0 and their first derivatives at II: 0 
by considering the contributions of 7rß w, A Az states. 
Taking the A, en. and Aze1r couplings as 
Qn Ee. E+ Ee IA, 
EA,. /4e. 
ó.. 
Á,eß mm `/ 




/ . 1.9 Bev C.,. /O era' -v 20 44v 2. 
which are consistent with the widths of A, and As 
r(4.-Orr) = ` 3 0.2 C+ .oi _ 
s 
p' , /30 Nev. 
/2sIfAf 
`_' 
r(A= P ) [(me'+ 
r 
207r m ̀  s t mAs - ) s 4 . Á 14, so Mc Al Q /6 Aa 
the above mentioned authors find a satisfactory saturation of 
the equations at 2$2 and the derivative of Eqn. (8') at ¡co . 
The saturation of the derivatives of Eqns. (10,11) at E :O are 
not so satisfactory however, and probably requires further higher 
spin contributions. 
4. Superconver ence Relations for Pion Photoproduction Off Nucleons 
. Preliminary discussion 
In this section we shall derive superconvergence relations 
for pion photoproduction off nucleons, by determining the 
asymptotic behaviour in s (for fixed u ) of the appropriate 
amplitudes, through a study of the possible Regge trajectories 





- 2m =_ ..% 
(43A 4) 
The amplitude for photoproduction can be written as Et %,. 
T..7.7 r4Nr 
C=/ 
.4 ( pr -fir + 43 .3 
2s Yj M _ Zmy,Pr +my(4 Qr+34 r, 
M== 4 [2.0tvr - = r dÌ] 
y 
M = 241,vYr - (.- pr z M 
P: 0+142 d= 1_/, 
mv: - P , Z,Y, 
(4.1) 
We have omitted writing the nucleon spinor wave functions 
for the sake of simplicity. 
The gauge invariant amplitudes A 
c 
thus constructed are 
devoid of kinematic singularities(45). This can be seen by 
verifying that all possible vectors, constructed from the set 
of available vectors (excluding 45. ) when contracted with the 
photon polarisation vector Er are expressible in terms of 
with non singular coefficients. E. M` 
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. The Two C pon oment Spinor Formalism and the Afaro_priate 
Amplitudes. 
We shall now introduce the two component spinor formalism 
and the relevant amplitudes suitable for the purpose of the 
angular momentum decomposition in the k_ channel. 
The spinor part of the nucleon (antinucleon) wave function 
satisfies the equation 
Cr.,71-+ ) u0} 
where the upper and lower signs refer to the nucleon and anti - 
nucleon respectively (or vice versa). 
In the Dirac -Pauli representation, which has the important 
feature that the antinucleon components of the nucleon spinor 
wave function are negligible in the non relativistic limit, we 
have 
ó 
I 0 0 -cam 
_T 1 
r The invariant normalisation of the wave function U(f) , is given 
by 
ur(rJ u10) = + 2/1 S,.s 
Writing the spinor ar0) in terms of the 'large' and small 
components as 
the Dirac equation becomes 
41; 
) + 
A ua24J r uaJ) 
, 4V)- uir J fA a6 4) 
The second equation allows us to express the small component 
(4.2) 
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in terms of the large component 
. 
u6 - uR 09 
+ hr 
From equation (2) we get 
ua *(19 uá (l) : (F+ m) Sr,a 
The polarisation vector of the photon Er will be taken to 
have its fourth component vanishing, viz. 4= (o, E) 
(4.3,) 
(4.4) 
so that the condition of transversality of the photon polarisation 
is or E - Q 
The invariant matrix 44"7, can now be written in the 
Pauli spinor formalism as follows(46) 
e ' f c" A ̀  A1r 
' 
= uu(9) itrEt l ice. Iv Iki 
d'if 1%f uQ li) (4.5) 
are the momenta of the pion and the photon where f 7 ti 
respectively, in the centre of mass system. 
OO ¡ru j' ] 
% ! (w+r,ÌtJ` u <i«- Z/4k ¡ _ 
ik/"ml - 
2f=k 
The following relations expressing T S as linear combinations 
(47) 
of A, S can be derived in a straightforward manner 
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440 41 g + + f44) ) w 2 -1°) w, E i 
Z 
8 w /q/- A, A fLair' +, (*NO) (A3-A4J 
2 k+ 
, 
- w <F J ( 2 JJ q/ ( s 113-4) ,_ - , E, w, 
4 =--`" f ; ̀" /g/ 2 ¡ (wfµJ As Áj - A 1 8irlv E2; 
where (iÁI,,.L) ' E _ Ori t4 9 41 
Ó . Multipole Expansions for the Transition Amplitudes . 
(4.6) 
For a particle of spin / , the three states of 'linear' 
polarisation are denoted by A> (c.: /12,3) . The spin operator 
is defined as 
<j si bi> z 
The states of circular polarisation are 
1 ±'> 
z f (P> i ¿ /_ >) % _ /3e> 
They have the following properties 
± /i> S3 /o> = O S +/I >-O 
St 1.7i> = -IT /o> S,, /p> _ _I ±/i 
For a photon with momentum along the 3_ axis, only the states Ai) 
exist as is required by the radiation guage condition é. E = 0 . 
The eigenstates of / S3 (where 19 is the orbital 
angular momentum) , will be represented as /.1 4 s S3> The 
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corresponding eigenvalues for the state are $(I'.) S 3 
It is possible to transform to the unitary equivalent 
representation for which the basic states are eigenstates of 
' 3 and ia , where 
The projection operators corresponding to the three possible 
eigenvalues of 
A. is 4.1 
MEW 
J2 for a given eigenvalue ,f(p+ ) of 'a 
Using the projection operators given above, we can now readily 
express the states 
of the states 
l,i 13,/-> _ 
0,J3,)>2. 
/14,1) 
/4 4) S3> 








)il J ) (1'= + 
-- -f" -- 






















2)i2) (J I 
%l,' 13 
_ (J'%;1)J-14) 11 





The state containing a photon 
may be written as 
/), j3 +r, -j 
of momentum k polarisation 
amp 




We shall adopt the normalisation of Lippman and Schwinger according 
to which 
where le 
with polarisation E . 
" É (4.1o) 
denotes the identity operator in the subspace of states 
With this normalisation convention we must take 
le 12 IWO 4 (2,0a 
/k 
< 4934//49,/y' 3 Y1 .l='Y,if we are to require 
From equations (8,9) 
lE _ 1 z 
)J3 Y-tl 
we obtain 
> = 5- 3 Sin, / 
. 
eY Y. ='y lk 
(()+Y4.I)(JÇ/3)) I ,! 
,(l 
i 
+t 4.1'4*(4 ( Yji f:- 3+ +)`4 
) 
" t 20400)4'9 
+ v y/3 
-Y 
* (á j 





// ¡,1 / 
. 








11. J3 /)- 1 
to be in the direction of the 3- axis, we 
y Ol 2 and f f biro 





a = f 
Sj (3;04 E + +,-,E,t 
1 %i 
4 
A designates the parity of the state /),Jj, A) 






fil3c-> _ l> 
E0; _ (ï»T/í;)-s> (4.13) Zf,, , , 
s 
The states 044 > are normalised eigenstates of J3 
and the parity operator. The above analysis is the quantum 
mechanical analogue of the resolution of a plane electromagnetic 
J411 wave into the magnetic (.i ( -) and the electric (Á : ( -10 
multipoles in classical electromagnetic theory. 
Now we combine the total angular momentum of the photon and 
the nucleon spin to get 
T ) z' - 
The state /Á,): /Â:_fr,,ø' ' can thus be written 
as a linear combination of the eigenstates of T T; and 
the parity operator, viz. 
/.4,t> z c2' A j a (3,I s F-73 , / J- s 3{ z ) A> a 3 
J; 
+S F+j 11- ) J1- # 80=,1 ui3' n+i)j34i))> af, -1 3 
))34)A>) 
(4.14) 
In a similar way the final state `9, 5 3, may 
be written as linear combination of the eigenstates of 
a 
T s 
<q= f, 3 
Scri,-i 17473 




, 2 t/ cr3 ,*/ 
<40`-.1. 
2 ) 3 
4 +1 <-14, 
4 ow? If 
The transition operator 




in the spin space of the 
>< '_ -f,c7377 1 -k , _ >cr, / 
(14,15,16), making use 




._ Y ) ;é(/) + 
3 
T 






of the following 
(4.16) 
/t/>(,/ L l 0% teal) 
!* 
YT#Z 1 
7.4 _ = 
(where 1 is the angle between the projection 
( ) plane and a fixed line in the plane. 
analogously). 
C(,r ., f /) P.- 44'0) T± = Tw . * 
T y 1 J Y J< Z> _` â - â 
3 2(T+ : Jf.. ( -- P ) a Rixei 
os9 r .1.R 
/ / 
of  on the 
1 
are defined 
' l' 343 ( KB) _ (4,t9) 
/k/ /7/ T'= 
_105_ 
r. - 
- ii, (x) = x ((X) - (x) 
(A() P(x) /4°41 (X) _x Plx) 
we finally obtain 
_ 
* 
Te ((/i) P / 
r l. / r',t 
+ T.'f I, ,P (41) ;IZ 
l24. p, 2; 
. i/ 
`` 
- + P l p, 
, 
4- ---- 7- f( p` Ir 13 - 1 f ' T . Th;j e - -r f(e )(fl 
/ ' . 





at ,T,//T /,± i ,fii> 
C/±2 1T,//Tl eltz, 73, iti> 






The multipole expansions for the amplitudes nt. are thus found 
C. 
to be 
?I° = L aQ+ EQ) P (x) 6F+0119.* e) p_ , (x) . Mf + , 
(«+t)M14 + pM?-J pe(x) 
73: (F4f4, - M1. ) °., 1 ( x) + (Ep_ + Me ) P Cs) 
where 
4 z (tie+ - 6,4 - - -Fe-) Pi t x) 
X - Cos0k= 
(4.19) 
- zaf +u 4 (2. i«44 14; 1 - I .} `"YIM4- n t- 
o r 
If I 1(-44L)r--_ 001-1.4r)1J4(-('w') J 2 
b. Derivation of the Superconver -ence relations. 
The Me+ the preceding 
section are functions of u, only. They describe transitions 
produced by the electric and magnetic radiation respectively, 
resulting in final states of orbital angular momentum ." and 
total angular momentum e-0../. . Thus the ± amplitudes 
2 
receive contributions from the series of resonances with 
12 
. ) ) - 
Experimentally, the following trajectories are well established 
(48) 
izk trajectories: 
2 (4) ) 2+ ( l6 n) ) .. . 
i+ l) .._ 
31ClS2S) 7zi) ,,, 
2- 13-70), . 
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trajectories: 
7 :0230 ;40f20) ... 
4: (KBD) y 
We consider the components of the amplitudes corresponding 
to %:3, in the u_ channel (denoted in the following as 2t3/) ). 
t 
Now, since the known resonances with 1 3/2 can contribute only to 
the (+) terms in the angular momentum decomposition of , we 4/ 
shall assume that a j resonances of isospin 2 with fP : fr.-1j 
are of sufficiently large mass to allow us to take for the correspond - 
3(-) 
ing trajectory functions o/- (u) : 
3/ (-) z> 4nare -7?e o! (u) : u E Ti 
Cf) 
(5.1) 
We shall also assume that for ¡c ZZ the most dominant 
¡ 
Regge trajectory with T_ 3/ and 7'° (4f 4 )64) 
is the ,Jó (48) 
so that s(+) 
l 
mar 'Re at u) < 
Z 
: u EI2 (5.2 
Thus from the standard Regge theory the following high energy 
behaviour for the amplitudes (34) is obtained 
c j 
/y 
) u;t fl(4) (Rß u% " ) f l)} Y L 
6vu, . y 1 
Pl) MAKI Re of ,Ra aJi !-l(u, +l] J -3i. )7; (v)u)t --- V y 
i) j%lf) 
N,icx I Re (u) (i?. 
Ii I ) 
(a) + di -9 
(5.3) 
I (v, u) I -- Y v 
We then obtain from (3) 
)/ " /1.1 (34/) z l;i, v 1a 7 ->0 as Y -) oo 14 1 E,nI2 
The above asymptotic behaviour leads by virtue of the usual 




where 1 f are obtained from 1 by dropping the factors 
singular at i:o . /' s are thus given in terms of A; s by 
the bracketted expressions on the r.h.s. of equations (19). 
For the parts of the amplitudes a! corresponding to jï t 
in the /¡_ channel, there is evidence of the presence of con- 
tributions from the (+) as well as the (_) terms in the angular 
momentum decomposition of , viz. the existence of J: 
resonances with /414..1.1C-11 and lAji 1 . We now make 
2 
the following assumptions suggested by the presently available data 
on nucleon resonances. The 0 terms are dominated by the nucleon 
trajectory and the (4.) terms are dominated by the N(/S0 
trajectory, so that 
= 
2 
/aX f Te o1 l 04) 6?e 4.(,))? 
( 5.5) 
. aEz,' 
We thus derive 
V o 
y al 
o / . 
3 
v czi o 
(5.6) 
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giving the superconvergence relations 
JIM I(i ) (v, = O 
iron 1ls,(v,u)e/Y=O 
C 
/vim (y, u) 1y _ o 
/ 44)6,, dv -o 
6. Test of the Superconvergence Relations. 
(5.7) 
As a crude test of the validity of the superconvergence 
relations we shall restricit ourselves to the case 14=0 . It 
might be argued that we should not expect the relations (5.4) to 
hold at k :0 , because for L¡:0 the condition (5.1) may no 
longer be valid. Indeed, according to the usual ideas a tra- 
jectory coincides at qr.() with the corresponding MacDowell 
symmetric trajectory(49) passing through resonances of opposite 
parity so that, for example, the condition (5.1) may not be valid 
at u:() . Thus it is quite possible that the interval lid rs 
may not contain the point k r o However, for the approximate 
testing of the superconvergence relations at ¿o it is 
sufficient to assume that the interval I n S= is near zero. 
This is plausible on the basis of an argument due to Sakmar(50), 
according to which if 7 .1 070 has minimum at .r D 
t 
then the trajectory *' ol(u) not only coincides at 64_ o with 
the corresponding MacDowell symmetric trajectory but also the two 
touch the line U.r. 0 , so that the situation on the Chew- Frautchi 




It should be mentioned that the above conditions on G( 
(egns. 5.1,2,5) are sufficient and not necessary for the validity 
of eons. (5.4,7) The domain of validity of the equations (5.L,7), 
may actually extend by analytic continuation outside the intervals 
11 412 Jr' , We shall not touch upon the rather difficult 
question of the domain of validity of the superconvergence 
relations and shall be content with the assumption, made plausible 
in the foregoing discussion, that such a domain exists not very 
far from 14:o 
We shall now use the approximation of retaining only the 
contributions of Nay (/2)6) , Pil (/t2s) in the $ channel and 
e, W in the E channel to estimate the l.h.s. of equations 
(5.4,7),-g- , AI in the f _channel make no contribution to any 
of the superconvergence relations given above. 
The various N33JUY and N,NY couplings are known from 
the analysis of experimental data on pion photoproduction(27). 
They are 
i 1 f 
r N 4 - 1 - 4 - 
C , P,4 trjk r v 
t C4 f- e4 l S ay k/44 r 
MIA Ná - , ) 
MT r r 




where 4= .3/ e4 = - oo43, 7 ' , _ o33 ) P4 _ . o¡/7. 
4A4r The coupling constants(*) for /%Ç / 7r and 
interactions are determined from the widths of 
Al; , N3, 
zrr0 N ,# 
N+fo J° (o)141+IA> t 
To calculate the 
e NN 
(5.8) 




T // l/ 
, i 
uii 0}; u"60 a'= 97 
and ¡,t) couplings we shall 
assume the p and 40 dominance respectively of the isovector 
and isoscalar electromagnetic couplings of the nucleon, so that 
. f - 




The Wirt and couplings are estimated as follows: 
(5.9) 
(() The constants are thus determined up to a factor 
The signs chosen here are those adopted in reference 
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From the Gell-Mann, Sharp and Wagner model 2) for 
decay we have 







encountered in the preceding is estimated, under 






The /r type of 1,441 interaction 
(5.1J) 
is indeed a natural generalisa- 
tion of the vector theory of strong interactions, in which the r 
is coupled to the isovector current and the i4) is coupled to 
the hyper charge current. 
In the framework of the above described ap-proximations, we 
-ff 
Pfr - 'LILY ( 
/2 °eV I A 5 
if 
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where the contributions to p(y)(,/O) of the isoscalar and 
isovector,components of the electromagnetic interactions have 
been estimated separately. 
On comparison against numerical values we find 
1 
%2:0J-3-)4, 
y 0) ey = - 450 4-4./g - 2. /2 a. O.O 4.5.2 
( ) 
(5.15) 
_ 2.22 6.64 . 
so that in the approximations under discussion we obtain veri- 
fication for 
f ¡.r w P /i, (l 
/ 
0) y = 0 
3,114 
On the other hand, a similar statement cannot be made in the 
¡1m case of 
(Y 0) 44:0 
. This indicates that either the 
3j , 
relation is incorrect because of the possible erroneousness of 
the assumption (5.5) from which it is derived, (our present know- 
ledge of the dominaifermion Regge trajectories may be far from 
complete), or less plausibly perhaps, the approximations used may 
be simply inadequate. 
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.APPENDIX 1 
Table of H serons and H eeron Resonances 
I JP Mass(MeV) Mean life(sec) Width Decay mode Fraction 
/1(/I4 D 2 11/5.44 Y 0./2 .I.61 x Id 10 
#717 4.31/.01 2 '0 h7r° 33G±1.oy 
2.4 
g° 
l 1# //89.39' o. /0. 
//9'2.3 f 62 
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Definition of Form Factors: 
All the form factors appearing in the following are real on 
account of the requirement of symmetry under time inversion(7) 
The notation used in the following for the hyperon resonances 
is the same as the one adapted in the tables of Rosenfeld et. al. 
and is explained in Appendix 1. 
The matrix elements for the pion source % are defined as 
,r 
<ris, T (o) LTA > = krr (91) u (16 1) ° 0,) c F04 y' ' 
42-7bVTk(0)14 
k2-A,r(9'i 170)u(f) s-4.4 s 
<2'1; 21 .7;k(o)!^rt > = krry,r(9s) w69 u6iJ sek 
Tk012-006 
= krvr(9') 4766% ' u"( ) iE r ht 
CF/ .7,rk(o)/Air > = 1(7. Ater (9'11 5 (t614 u"(lh) 
. 
T °2 ` ) l > = ` kr4,r (9') 47 (79 a ' Iir ' u ar oo sa j Y ̀ l f 445 = k2-2;e-(9% 7469 ' ' 4/3/771) cE , 
fi T,r 4 o lu 
- 
p 
A rsir 0 27(t911:14"(1,,) 
45-41 
44(a) I , ,11> _ z.14 -^ir ( 
9 
`) û (6l 
s 
(A) ä á Q 
(/P 74;k o)/2"> 
kAr/4 1 i ü(j 74; 1;1" u l/. ("0) Su' 
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14 i 7: / => - x=:irlfY Trifi u! xT TAx 
T4 ) f S . 'ur xTTAx. '° ' ` l' f. r 
<=f'i TA(0 12--a.4> _ x__ l9`) 1Js 'u"( iM xTTkx r J 
'1 (°)l '50) = K=zw,r 19'I !f'I f ás uar 4 Ì xTX 
ut 
) 
Urv are the spinor wave functions for particles 
of spins 2 , respectively, so that _ 
(/l - f 
órur(i) : o 
etc., where Art is the mass of the 
particle. 
yrurv z 
AG is a two component spinor in isospin space. 
The matrix elements for the electromagnetic current 
similarly defined as 
2-lit ili,r (°) /2-1¡) > 
yr are 
(Ì 
le: 0'hrt - °rY u 2 Af'l`l 2 
Az r- _S - 
) v f2 i/ _ :(A7S1 .t t F y £3 
/IIII II/ri° ^P ` e. (A)[ f4 Al 1;, - Y 
` l ZF 1 tIMvrco)lifi >_- ' 
u (1 / C1-1" 
fr#,14t1 
c 
u%l 'F1 " 2m 
1 1 i s l i/r lo) 1/1 1i =_4 ;#,I 1fdwNA44(A1I,ç4(,1 efc. 
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